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CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH-PLUME APPARITIONS
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RARE – SO ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME FOR MOST WITNESSES
CAN OCCUR IN DAWN OR DUSK TWILIGHT
USUALLY HUNDREDS OF KILOMETERS HIGH SO CAN BE SEEN WIDELY
INITIAL VERTICAL MOTION LEAVES NARROW PLUME OFTEN NOT FULLY SUNLIT
ENDO-ATMOSPHERIC [<100 km] PLUME LINGERS AND IS QUICKLY KINKED BY CROSSWINDS
IN SPACE, PREDOMINENTLY HORIZONTAL MOTION [UP TO 500 KM/MINUTE]
PLUME WIDENING APPEARS ABOVE ~100 km [THE ‘KARMAN LINE’]
HIGH SPEED OF EJECTED PLUME [~3 KM/SEC]
POTENTIAL LARGE SIZE OF PLUME [UP TO ~200 KM LONG]
ANY VIEWING ANGLE POSSIBLE [HEAD-ON TO FULL-SIDE ASPECT]
PLUME IS TRANSLUCENT SO MOTION DIRECTION [TOWARD OR AWAY] IS AMBIGUOUS
RAPID DISPERSAL AND FADING OF EXO-ATMOSPHERIC [>100 km] PLUME
PLUMING START/STOP CAN LEAVE SHARP BOUNDARIES
USUALLY [NOT ALWAYS] DOCUMENTED WITH ACKNOWLEDGED MISSILE/SPACE ACTIVITY
UPPER STAGE/WARHEAD THRUSTING/SPINNING CAN LEAVE COMPLEX PATTERNS
MULTIPLE THRUSTING OBJECTS WITH SPACEX LAUNCHES [AND MAYBE OTHERS]
FAILURES IN FLIGHT HAVE THEIR OWN UNIQUE MANIFESTATIONS NOT DISCUSSED HERE

REPORT METHODOLOGY
• THE FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGE OF UFOLOGY IS TO ASSESS HOW ACCURATELY CAN
EYEWITNESS TESTIMONY ABOUT ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME SUDDEN SKY APPARITIONS BE
BACKTRACKED TO ACTUAL FEATURES OF THE SOURCE OF THE VISUAL STIMULUS
• ASSUMPTIONS, HAND-WAVING, AND WISHFUL THINKING IS THE NORMAL APPROACH
• ACTUALLY CONDUCTING FIELD EXPERIMENTS SEEMS PROHIBITIVE BOTH FROM LOGISTICAL,
TEST SUBJECT RECRUITMENT, AND ETHICAL PERSPECTIVES
• SPECTACULAR TWILIGHT MISSILE LAUNCHES HAVE ENTIRELY BY ACCIDENT OFFERED
RESEARCHERS A SERENDIPITOUS OPPORTUNITY TO CALIBRATE ACTUAL PERCEPTIONS
• THE FOLLOWING COLLECTION OF EYEWITNESS DESCRIPTIONS REFLECTS RESULTS OF THE NOV 7,
2015 TRIDENT MISSILE TEST WEST OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AS POSTED ON INTERNET
DISCUSSION GROUPS AND VIDEO COMMENTS
• THE INTENT IS TO LET THE WITNESSES SPEAK VIA SELECTIONS OF TYPICAL COMMENTS TO SEEK
REPEATED AND MOST COMMON WITNESS PERCEPTIONS/INTERPRETATIONS
• THE GOAL IS THAT AFTER SEEING THESE PATTERNS, SERIOUS INVESTIGATORS WILL NEVER LOOK
AT SIMILAR WIDE-AREA WITNESS NARRATIVES NAIVELY AGAIN
• THIS MAY BE A NAÏVE HOPE, BUT TIME – AND WIDER PUBLIC AWARENESS – WILL TELL

COMMON FEATURES OF REPORTS
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TIME ESTIMATES OFF BY UP TO AN HOUR OR MORE
‘SUDDENLY APPEARED’ IN MID-AIR, THEN DISAPPEARED
VIEWING DIRECTION OFTEN FAR OFF
FLIGHT PATH DIRECTION SOMETIMES SERIOUSLY OFF
“DIRECTLY OVERHEAD” WHEN HUNDREDS OF KILOMETERS AWAY
STRANGE SHAPES INCLUDING SPIRALS
ASSUMPTION CLOUD WAS SELF-LUMINOUS [NOT SUNLIT]
ROCKET ENGINE PLUME INTERPRETED AS SEARCHLIGHT BEAM
FLIGHT PATH [ACTUALLY STRAIGHT] SEEN TO SWERVE & KINK
COINCIDENTAL FEATURES NOTED [AIRCRAFT, SOUNDS, SMELL]
OCCASIONAL PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS [‘EYES BURNING’]
RECORDING DEVICES SOMETIMES REPORTEDLY MALFUNCTIONED
SOMETIMES FEELINGS OF FEAR OR DOOM
OFTEN, EXULTANT FEELING OF BEING PRIVY TO ‘SECRET’ EVENT

MISSILE MISINFORMATION
• NOT FLOWN OVER POPULATED AREA
• NOT ANNOUNCED
• SHOULD GIVE OFF SOUND OR SONIC BOOM
• SHOULD GO STRAIGHT UP
• ‘GLOWING’ OR LUMINESCENT CLOUDS ARE ACTUALLY SUNLIT DUE TO
ALTITUDE AND TIME-OF-DAY
• Tbs

WHAT THE WITNESSES GOT RIGHT
• DESPITE GROSS ERRORS IN MOTION AND SIZE/DISTANCE, OTHER FEATURES
OF THE MISSILE LAUNCH WERE WIDELY DESCRIBED ACCURATELY
• THE SEQURNCE OF EVENTS SUCH AS STAGING AND LATER WARHEAD
DEPLOY WERE OFTEN NOTED AND DESCRIBED RECOGNIZABLY
• THE COLOR OF THE EXOATMOSPHERIC PLUME – BLUE – WAS OFTEN GIVEN,
WHICH IS THE EXACT COLOR OF THE SUNLIT PLUME OF SOLID FUEL USED
IN MILITARY MISSILES
• REPORTS OF ‘SEARCHLIGHT’ OR ‘HEADLIGHT’ FORMS ARE EXCELLENT
DESCRIPTIONS OF SUNLIT ROCKET PLUMES, COMMON FOR DECADES
• TBS

NO DISRESPECT INTENDED TOWARDS WITNESSES
• ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME UNEARTHLY OBSERVATIONS ARE VERY RARE
• NORMAL REACTION -- AMBIGUOUS SIGHTINGS INSTINCTIVELY
INTERPRETED IN TERMS OF PREVIOUS EXPERIENCES
• OBSERVATIONS OF POTENTIALLY HIGH DANGER OR POTENTIALLY HIGH
VALUE OFTEN REMEMBERED MOST VIVIDLY
• DISTANCE ESTIMATES BASED ON GUESSED SIZE OF OBJECT
• EXPERIENCES INTERPRETED TO REFLECT WITNESS STATUS
• INTERPRETATION BASED ON PREVIOUS DESIRES TO OBSERVE
• NARRATIVE SHAPED BY DESIRE TO IMPRESS LISTENERS
• ALL THESE FEATURES ARE PERFECTLY NORMAL AND ARE CHRACTERISTICS
OF CLASSIC INTERPRETIVE, MNEMONIC, AND NARRATIVE PROCESSES

SIGNIFICANCE TO UFO INVESTIGATIONS
• UNDERSCORES SCOPE OF DIFFICULTY IN RECONSTRUCTING A REPORTED
OBJECT’S MOTION, DISTANCE, ETC WHEN STIMULUS IS UNKNOWN
• REVEALS DEGREE TO WHICH A WITNESS’S PREVIOUS EXPERIENCES AND
ATTITUDES CAN SHAPE SELECTION/ENHANCEMENT OF VISUAL FEATURES
• “LOOKED LIKE X” ANALOGIES CAN SUBTLY ALTER ORIGINAL MEMORY VIA
RETELLING SO AS TO SUBCONSCIOUSLY ADD OTHER FEATURES OF ‘X’
• ESTIMATES OF RANGE AND SIZE ARE BASED ON PURE GUESSES
• CAUSALITY WITH PURELY COINCIDENTAL EVENTS IS COMMON BUT UNJUSTIFIED
• DESCRIPTIONS OF MOTION ACROSS THE SKY OFTEN WILDLY INACCURATE
• MOST SIGNIFICANTLY, THESE RESULTS CAST DOUBT ON THE VALIDITY OF FACILE
ASSUMPTIONS OF SUFFICIENT WITNESS ACCURACY TO ELIMINATE CANDIDATE
PROSAIC EXPLANATIONS, TO PROVE ‘EXTRAORDINARINESS’
• THE OBSERVED WITNESS PERFORMANCE DOES NOT ‘PROVE’ SUCH SIMILAR
REPORTS ELSEWHERE ARE ‘WRONG’, MERELY THAT THEY COULD BE

POTENTIALLY WIDER SIGNIFICANCE
• DEGREE TO WHICH WITNESSES MISUNDERSTAND BASIC VISUAL FEATURES
OF ROCKETS IS DISMAYING 60+ YEARS INTO THE ‘SPACE AGE’
• DEGREE TO WHICH SUCH EXPERIENCES ENCOURAGE CONSPIRATORY
THEORIES AND KNEE-JERK DISTRUST IS DEPRESSING AND ALARMING
• CREDIBILITY OF FUTURE OBSERVATIONS OF GENUINE AERIAL MYSTERIES
[SUCH AS AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS, FIREBALLS, SPRITES] IS DIMINISHED
• NEED FOR GREATER PUBLIC AWARENESS OF PROPER OBSERVATION
TECHNIQUES IS UNDERSCORED – MEASURE ANGLES, DIRECTIONS, TIMING
• VALUE OF COLLECTING AND RECORDING AND DISSEMINATING AND
EVALUATING ALL ANOMALOUS AERIAL PHENOMENA IS CONFIRMED
• JUSTIFICATION OF CAUTION IN ACCEPTING WITNESS’S INSISTANCE ON
ACCURACY [“I-KNOW-WHAT-I-SAW”] AT FACE VALUE IS UNDERSCORED,
• BETTER METHODS OF EFFECTIVE CORRECTIVE ANALYSIS STILL NEEDED

APPROACH TO PRESENTATION OF THE RAW DATA
• 1 == COLLECTION OF LENGTHY QUOTATIONS FROM EYEWITNESSES
DIRECTLY, IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER [LINKS PROVIDED]
• 2 == COMMENTS ABOUT INTERPRETATIONS AND STATE OF MIND
• 3 == RELIGIOUS AND PARANORMAL INTERPRETATIONS OMITTED
• 4 == MANY COMMENTS WERE FROM OBSERVERS WHO ACCEPTED THE
MISSILE EXPLANATION, THESE ARE GENERALLY ALSO OMITTED
• 5 == NOT A FORMAL ‘OPINION POLL’ SO NO STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
• 6 == COMMENTATORS ARE SELF-SELECTED FOR STRONG VIEWPOINTS
• 7 == PARTICULAR PHRASING IS HIGHLIGHTED TO ALLOW SCANNING
• 8. == OCCASIONAL SPELLING CORRECTIONS FOR CLARITY & PG-13 RATING
• 9. == BRIEF SUMMATION AND DISCUSSION AT END OF REPORT

COVER-UP!!! MASSIVE TIME PORTAL OPENS UP OVER
LA!!! Thousands Witness Shocking UFO EVENT!
• Thirdphaseofmoon
Published Nov 8, 2015 15:57
• COVER-UP!!! MASSIVE TIME
PORTAL OPENS UP OVER LA!!!
Thousands Witness Shocking
UFO EVENT! Breaking News
over the Past 24 hours of
Video, Photo Submissions and
Interviews From LA In Regards
to the Massive Military Cover
Up Of A Possible TIME PORTAL
Over LA!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQkJ_tnmk0A

Comments https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQkJ_tnmk0A

• Daniel Marquez == i seen it right above my head Im from fresno,ca I was on fresno street
and Clinton it was not no missile or a comet it didn't make any noise and moved very
slowly and then a beam of light came out of it then some different color beam came out in the
middle of the other beam. I watched it as it slowly took off leaving a stain in the clear night
sky that stayed there for about five minutes and I kept watching it as it got further away I could
see that same beam come off of it again when it was far away like it was looking for
something it looked like it was probing the earth I don't care what anyone says I know it
wasn't from our planet and before that day I didn't even believe in aliens or anything
supernatural cause I believe in what I can see and touch and this I saw with my own eyes
• S Silva == I was in Oakdale CA this day. I have a Nephew that plays for the youth football team. I
seen this thing.... It was on a Saturday between 8:30/9pm. I was caught up in the game and
didnt see it until my family members out of no where said. What is that? So I look to the
southwest direction and I seen it. I even looked at the people around me just to make sure I
wasnt seeing sh1t. I wasnt.... The whole fking stadium was looking. So my brothers and mother
asked what I thought. They know that I have some interest in this particular subject. My
response was at first a military craft. I seen the light move so I said its probably a missle or small
meteor. So than this thing stops and just elevated and disappeared. When it vanished it seemed
as if it pearced thru a thick cloud. It was cloudy like, more like a fog. On my way home it was
stuck in my head. This is the first I had ever seen anything like that. I heard the next few days it
was a private plane which to me was BS. I heard missle which I also thought was BS. some said a
Droid but I think it was to big for it to be a Droid. It was very weird...... Missles dont travel in two
different directions come to a dead stop and elevate at a speed so fast that it disappeared.
Leaving the cloud pearced with a hole. No comet moves like that either. A heat seeking missle
yeah. But there was nothing in the sky for it to chase.

Comments https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQkJ_tnmk0A
• Eddie Mosqueda == The cover up for that mysterious light sounds "so ignorant"
considering Im here in Las Vegas NV. WHAT EVER IT IS WAS SO HIGH IN THE
ATMOSPHERE IT COULD BE SEEN IN CALI & LV AT THE SAME TIME CAUSE IT
WASNT MOVING FOR A GOOD COUPLE A MINUTES IT SEEMED
• Mjack19 == It was very black in Laguna Beach. My view is Catalina...the bar of
lights we saw first horizontal then we noticed the blue cloud which was behind
the row lights that turned into vertical lights and thens some white sprizters. I
also saw red lights from below the water in front of our house all too dark to get
pictures as if extra dark was put over the night at 6pm...
• Rachel Ahrens == it left a blue glow in the sky for a long time after it left. or
disappeared. I didn't see windows like that dude. but it was stationary bright
light then it started moving slowly for a short distance. then disappeared leaving
the bright blue trail. it was right over my head. its just funny how many people
are tripping out over seeing this. if they got off their devices and looked up in the
sky once in a while the California skies have been covered with this type of thing
for a long time. But no one notices but this is actually one of a kind thing that I
have never seen before.

comments
• TheFlyestNavajo == I seen this wit my own 2 eyes in Millbrae, CA. It looked
like a spot light was coming down from the sky. NO WAY IN HELL was it a
missile. There was a blue streak in the sky way after the white smoke
dissipated.
• C Chester == Those who have yet to awaken wouldn't understand but i
instantly recognized this as a portal. I was waiting for someone else to
upload a video to confirm my theory. Im in touch with a lot of spiritual
beings and those who didn't even see the phenomena texted me in the
morning stating they had a bad feeling or had apocalyptic dreams that
night. If you do research on interdimensional beings , the occult , or even
CERN.. you'd instantly recognize a portal and this isn't the first of its kind to
be documented.. but its not for everybody to grasp their head
around...most people are so afraid to think for themselves or do
substantial research for the truth, that they will defend the very system
that enslaves them .. mentally, physically and spiritually.
• [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQkJ_tnmk0A]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtYgtfsXkZM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJYAuJZM89U

UFO San
Francisco
Glenn
Cameron

July 6, 2017 // 19:32 gmt
• Jaamesd88 == I saw it from north of berkeley, it looked like it had a neon
green/blue beam of light coming out of the middle of the cone. I originally
thought it was a search helicopter lighting up the fog with its light, but there is no
fog tonight. It then turned off its light and appeared to fly towards the Golden
Gate Bridge, where it turned its light on again, and did crazy stuff at a distance.
The green neon light/fog/residue from the "beam" lingered for a few minutes.…
It was a little lighter here than in LA (I'm further west and 300 miles north) so it
looked a little different. It looked as though the rocket flew north along the
coast, then turned north-east roughly over SF. I was on the phone with my mom
the whole time.
• valentine ramirez == this is what I don't get it wasn't coming in our direction as it
seemed to dissappear above Los Angeles. yet, the view from san diego, was just a
ball of light u could not see the whole blue streak left behind. same this we saw
in sf/sj, so how were we able to get a full view of it, as if it were near is in the bay
area? it would need ro be very very high up and huge, and it wasnt. check the
photos from the space station it was not high up. maybe it was a the same one ?
in 2 spot? all the videos that pooped up on instagram FIRST were from Northern
California it took about 5 min before I saw any videos from l.a. also, many ufo
clusters were filmed all during that time between northern and southern
California
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJYAuJZM89U

UFO over San Diego? 11/7/15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmV-ZdbB13A
• Christopher Lucas [Published on Nov 7, 2015]
• Video taken in Chula Vista at my sisters house on her birthday. This
thing trailed smoke and exploded and left a blue/violet mist. You
can see it explode…. You can't tell (even though this is shot in 4K
iPhone) there was an initial streaking artifact with smoke trailing
behind it (in the video I had said it looked like a rocket, which I had
seen in Iraq during the invasion of 2003 (in the form of SCUD middles)
my brother-in-law pointed it out and my gut instinct said to start
filming.

Video One - UFO over Phoenix - 11/7/2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99FpYVl1KBU
• BooMOzz [Published on Nov 7, 2015] == The perspective at which we saw this. It appeared to be
coming right at my wife and I. At first when I first saw it I thought it was a helicopter with a
spotlight on it. Then it started acting erratic in motion and didn't hear a sound. Then It got super
bright, with a white halo that expanded outward. Then it jumped got dim then disappeared.
Leaving the blue smear
• Chance Trahan == Whatever this was came from the Squaw Peak mountains and flew directly
over us towards downtown Phoenix. This was a UFO. It had its own cloud and didn't leave clouds
behind. People are seeing this all the time in this area right when the sun goes down. It's not a
missile. It was completely silent. The light is what was leading the UFO. It was not trailing behind
it. It was very big and low flying.
• Alfredo Salinas == I saw it from Mesa, kind of spiral, and tiny light came from it.
• Boo -- We missed the first half of it. Had to go get the camera. Saw pretty much the same exact
thing. That halo that radiated off of it was amazing. I really have no idea what we witnessed.
• ===================
Helicopter View of UFO over Los Angeles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxdHFWp7TB0
Everardo Uribe [Nov 7, 2015] == We were on a helicopter heading south from downtown LA along
the 110 South around 5:50 PM when we saw a bright light in the sky. It seemed to have a contrail
initially then it began flashing and brightened as you can see in the video. We were talking to the
LAX control tower but they had no idea what was going on and they were freaking out.

San Clemente, CA - UFO? Naval test fire? 11/7/2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6LDOa3bjLQs&t=12s
• Chad Pratt == Orange fireball streaking across the sky, then turned bright
white and expanded into a cloud of vapor/gas that covered the entire sky
and left behind a green glow for about 10 minutes. Just before ignition, a
small red flashing light fell off of the trail of the Fireball. My neighbor can
be heard at the beginning saying he saw it hovering over the ocean prior to
this video. This is shot in San Clemente about 2 miles off the coast just north
of Camp Pendleton looking N, NW (toward Catalina).
• ====================================
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36ahzeV9WHY
• Escazu CostaR == Saw it in Tucson come in son saw it first was bright as the
moon son said " dad why is the moon moving so fast? " he is six. I looked up
and saw it move west had plume and blue laser or light behind it! Was not
a missi[le] I m a Navy Photographer missiles leave trails! Rockets leave trails
this was no Rocket! It Was amazing yet scary ! I will never forget this night! It
was traveling to fast! And bright ! Saw it exactly at 7:00 pm Tucson AZ time !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00H1yDzt83s
• Gabby == I'm not sure what type of missile launch this is but it sure didn't look like it. I
have never been aware of any type of missile launch that can be seen across the entire
state of California and parts of Colorado, Arizona and Hawaii? When I saw it I sure
didn't think missile and it gave me a creepy feeling.
• Sumerianharp == I'm in Arizona and I saw it but it was not moving. It was smaller than
the moon... Much smaller yet much larger and brighter than stars and it lingered
without moving then it disappeared
• Drezzi Gashouse == just look at it... that is not a missile that is clearly something else
there is no way the military will launch missiles over a populated area I am surprised at
your reaction on this video I was a fan of your page but not anymore I mean while I'm
like how much did you get paid to say that this was a missile come on man smh missile
my ass!!
• =========================
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7fgHpYtZsE
• tamaphenom == Driving back from Big Bear Lake, we spotted a small yellow light low in
the sky moving slowly. Moments later, it elongated significantly and seemed to move
faster. Pulling over, the light had become small and yellow once again, but slowly started
turning blue. By the time I got the camera out, it had already started to expand into a
luminous blue spectacle. 20-27 seconds into the clip, you can clearly see a projectile of
some type being propelled forward.

SCARY Truth Behind Mass California UFO Sighting 11/11/2015
184,053 views / secureteam10 / Published on Nov 11, 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00H1yDzt83s

• Mares == I witnessed this driving back to California at Utah Nevada Border. Lit up
the Sky. No Missile. Very VERY STRANGE EVENT!!
• Stephen Ureke == Although you have some valid points, trident midsiles dont
come FROM OUTER SPACE, then orbit for 10 minutes, float in place for 3 mins,
and disappear...
• FearlessFoxX == I don't know about it being a Missle, Becuase it passed over here
in Fresno California and that night there was so many helicopters in the sky and
police and my girlfriend said she was laying down and she felt a slight shake and
noise, and it made her think becuase the neighborhood is always quiet , so she
went outside and looked up and what she saw... Was quite crazy She reported
seeing a pitch black dark octogan shaped object flying in the sky very low, infact
so low she said she thought it was literally gona hit the tree, and even more
crazy she said there was a couple helicopters chasing it and apparently the
helicopters lights were off but you can hear them in the sky! ….I remember
hearing so many helicopters flying around that night

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6Q_ClcltVk
• Scott Kleven == I saw this with my own eyes since when do missiles stop in the sky for
five fuc4ing minutes after it done with its light show and doesn't move I don't think so
• JC Chainz == I saw the same thing over my house in Corona and they are saying its a
rocket test Bullsh1t !
• Frank Butsch == I witnessed this from San Bernardino. Started off as a orange fireball
with a flaming tail. Then turned into a huge illuminating bright white light that lit the
entire night sky as whatever the object was raced towards the North West part of the
California sky! I thought that we were done for!
• Clexaholic911 == that's exactly how I saw it to it had a firey sparkly red tail and then got
bigger and bluer and whiter and then this big white explosion got super bright and then
continued a little and I saw pieces dissolve and break off so crazy. Missle my ass though!
It looked like it changed directions and was so huge!
• Mila Lesui == Lol smh it's not a missle nore is it a ufo it's a Comet and just because the
"Media "says it's a missle test ok I ain't never seen a missle do that besides, how does a
missle leave a blue tail in the back of it and how does a missle form white mist so
active?? the Blue tail is called a ion tail yall need to do research before jumping to
conclusions and believe the lies the media reports

MASSIVE BLUE UFO SIGHTING OVER LA, OC, SD, and Beyond!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUiW4oBKym8
• FaceLikeTheSun == Published on Nov 8, 2015 // 98,807 views
• On the evening of 11-7-2015 around 6pm, a massive UFO was spotted over
Orange County, LA County, San Diego, and as far as Nevada, Idaho, and even New
Mexico. Official reports came out saying this was the NAVY testing some missiles.
But is that true? Some reports suggest this was a trident missile. But video
footage of previous trident missiles look nothing like it. And even if it is military,
why are they testing these missiles, and why when everyone can see them?
Furthermore, it has been reported by a personal witness, as well as the news,
that LAX will change their flight path in the coming weeks because of a military
drill happening in the pacific ocean. If it was simply a military exercise, why so
much deviation for flights? This raises more questions and suspicion than it does
comfort those who research this material. What do you think it was?
• Simply Different == Military says it was a missile, but this going way too slow for
that. I don't believe this was a missile, they must lie to civilians. Why should they
shoot a missile in the area right under a civilian airplane? That's crazy, that's
forbidden, also km lower then the plane. If a military missile explodes then all is
falling down by gravity, and don't dissapear high in the sky

Major UFO Sighting in Los Angeles November 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCVQubbHDro
• Alex Browning == i was in the desert when this happened, so bright
…. it was alien, because when it was done it left a turquoise streak in
the sky and it fell and went up and turned right
• Not Sure == I saw this in az and reports came as far as Ensenada
Mexico meaning this was in outer space. I describe this experience as
if it was a giant mag light shining down observing I thought the thing
was falling at one point I though maybe a rocket but by the size of the
light and how it reacted I don't think it was.

Proof aliens exist ! Real footage!
Alexis Mendez == Published on Nov 7, 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-zuX90JtQ8
• What the fuc4 is this ? It looked crazier in person I only caught half of it. It
looked like the moon with a flashlight at first then a blue beam of light &
than this [slowly faded away moving towards tha left] ! Wtf is this ... Tha
aliens are coming .. Strange mysterious blue light in the sky .. News reports
cannot confirm what this was they all say something different.. I've heard
test rocket & comet .. But it was seen in all different areas . in my opinion it
could only be two things ... Project blue beam or aliens .. What do you think
this was? …. I'm in Ventura county, …. that was no rocket . I seen it from
beginning to end & it did not originate from the ground up it started in the
middle of the sky like a flashlight & took off south ... it did not start from
the ground & go up it went sideways ... a rocket missile originates from tha
ground up not from tha left of tha sky tuh tha right of tha sky ... tell me
wuht kinda rocket missile starts in tha middle left of tha sky & moves right ?
NONE... a rocket moves from tha ground tuh tha sky not from tha left of tha
sky tuh tha right of tha sky ... thas just using common sense .
• elliot burgeson == It was like a flashlight in the sky

Strange light in Riverside, Ca SKY 11/07/15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k60U5ujqyNE
• SER9901 == Published on Nov 7, 2015
• Bright white light appeared in the sky expanding its radius and leaving a blue light
trail. Once it turned to the right it looked like something (small light) detached
from the main light. Has anyone seen something like this? Can anyone tell me
what this could be? Did anyone see this in Riverside CA around Tyler mall on
Saturday 7,2015 around 6pm?
• ===============
• Puppet String News == It like froze it the sky then it gave off these like rings that
exploded from it then the sky turned blue after it dissipeard, and before it looked
like a heilo.
• stretch ‘== I CAN TELL YOU FOR SURE IT WASNT A MISSLE IT WAS A LIGHT IT JUST
FADED INTO A VERTICAL CLOUD HEADING NORTHWEST
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKVmFElezFE

November 7th 2015 UFO searching with beam light
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYLEm4OTkT4
• Vanessa Samorano == My brother and his friends recorded this video as well as
other videos and took pictures on November 7th 2015. They said it was close and
looked like it was searching. They beloved it was a UFO. This was in Patagonia,
Arizona
• thatsINpossible == I saw this at (2 o'clock -spatially) driving on i880 south (bay
area) around 6pm. I thought it might be a descending plane's lights while
penetrating through clouds.. however it was a bit strange & interesting to see for
sure. It lasted a while and was more dramatic in illumination that seen in video. I
had a really good view.
• OrvinApparel == Also in Utah it stopped and then went straight up, not a rocket.
• marslave575 == if you believe its a missle then why isnt anyone showing real
evidence of it before and after take off? or even the junk that comes from it the
metal of the missle it self should be close by
• Timberwolf Music == Not likely. I saw it in the central valley. The cone of light &
the blue tail.

More https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYLEm4OTkT4
• Tjaty AHATI == Show me a missile that has a blue tail for long periods of time? I believe you are
still drinking mainstream media juice time to detox off the government's lying bullsh1t
• Richie Rodrigues == I saw this in Monterey California, and I've seen a bunch of other people
pictures and videos, they all look really similar.. This angle is very interesting. I saw it make one of
those swirls, and the beam of blueish green light behind it was super unreal.. The more videos I
see the less I believe that it's a missile
• Arisa Paez == I think its a UFO because if it was a missile u wouldn't be able to see everywhere
at the same time
• LongShot Jacob == i saw that at my house in lemon Grove it Disappeard when it came by near my
house.
• justingeturgun == i seen this with my own eyes .. i was in east sandiego about 30 miles from the
beach .. and it was comming toward me ..as i looked up .. this aint no rocket how it moved .
• Sharad Sinha == That is a Police search helicopter in a foggy sky. The color spectrum is created
due to refraction of light due to fog.
• Jill Velarde == We s33n it in san bernardino too...my camera woodnt pick it up.. A couple
different people said they saw an explosion in the sky...
• drew rosecrans == its a missal from a navy ship it flew ri[ght] over us here in sierra madre

UFO sighting? Strange lights west of Escondido CA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWvNRegJXus
• Curly Fride [Published on Nov 7, 2015] == Weird strange wtf light who the hell knows
what it is omg wtf I'm scared someone call Jesus or something because it is end times I'm
sure of it this time guys don't laugh at me!
• Vivian C == Yes, I saw it, tonight at 6 p.m. Same exact. Have the video also. Before I
recorded it, the object looked yellow, like a cone of light, then a blue circle projected
out while it moved away.
• ==================================================
• Tameron Miles == that was a ufo...I live in Las Vegas and saw the entire event...that
object made NO sounds...it was completely silent hovering in the sky. I called my
brother who lives in Long Beach and told him what I saw and he told me people in
California witness the same light. now remember, I'm in Las Vegas, Nevada, how in the
HELL could that be a missile traveling that far from state to state??? PEOPLE we are not
alone. don't believe that cover up story...I'm surprised they didn't say it was "a weather
balloon". what you witness was a GENUINE UFO and I'm glad to say I too SAW it with my
own eyes in the sky...missiles my ass...what's next...a giant flash light will be the new
cover up story...
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMXzN8YhgFE

GAME CHANGER! UFO Sightings DARPA DAMAGE CONTROL!!
THIS IS BIG-TIME! // 281,503 views // https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amC5aS1FWYc
• Jonathan Pontel == I was at porter ranch in the valley and this sh1t was right over me... this
wasn't a missile I know people don't want to believe me but that thing was a UFO it was
projecting a light downwards like in a movie... it was insane I'm not going to lie I was a bit scared
lol... I tried taking a video of it on my phone but it wouldn't show anything on it like as if it
controlled what was being recorded idk I really don't all I know is what I saw.... missle??? jeez
that's the best they can do now with the lame excuses
• Neon Fox Productions == +Jonathan Pontel Same thing happened to me! I tried opening my
phone and it froze up, I had to reset my phone and by the time I got it up and running again it
already dissipated.
• Jonathan Pontel == it couldn't be a missle dude that object was just hovering after it made that
blue, greenish cloud in the sky. Believe what you want, I know what I saw... missle's don't just
"hover" around in the sky.
• Jonathan Pontel == +ReneeNme sure, then explain the aura it possessed around itself for a good
3-5 min... I kept an eye on that "missle" you supposedly say it was and it just kept wondering
away in the sky. Missle's come down, not hover. Period. There's no illusion here. … I'm not
delusional, I'm not on drugs I'm in 3rd semester of nursing school about to start 4th in Feb 2016 I
think I'm pretty knowledgeable about what I see and what is perceived to be delusional...
• jamiela91 == Yea that's what I noticed that things got a hell of a spot light which rockets don’t

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amC5aS1FWYc
• Jonathan Pontel == +Zx4unit the object wasn't in outer space, and there was no
sun as it was already passed sunset... like I said, this sh1t was right above me...
• CANE == It's a UFO. because on the KTLA News they reported or a missle launch
off the pacific coast of a Navy Ship. CBS news reports say it was a astroid. Fox 11
News said it was a UFO because people heard a sonic boom. 1. A Navy Missle
Doesn't Travel over 12,000 ft. in the air... plus it would of blown up at a specific
time. 2. Astroids have a greenish color surrounding it then as it fades away it
turns to a light hot red orange color. 3. Ufos have been sighted every where... In
one of these clips it looks exactly like the UFO sighted in China of 2010.
Government is lying.
• Do Mo == Rockets when they fly they fly fast as sh1t. This is going slow as hell.
Rockets have fire/light source coming from the back the lights coming from the
front. I'm not saying it's aliens but I know it's not a rocket.
• Regina Shrabel == It's not only one place, it was in Fresno, far from L.A. not even
headed towards the west. It hovered over us and was then heading north
• indy Banks == I can't believe they were that high up. They shoot off missiles in
Florida at the Cape you don't see it all over the state. But I saw the videos in both
places. So it had to be huge and very high to be seen that far away. Not
a normal missile.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amC5aS1FWYc
• geo linkin == sorry but every missile footage I have seen showed the missile
streaking at way higher velocities. Besides, why does the military and their
spokespersons wait until after everyone lights up 911 in LA?! fishy to me. also,
missiles are not tested over civilian airspace. they are tested at specific military
installations. but the public also believes 9 1 1 was concluded by a kidneydiseased cave-dweller. our govt knows we are stupid F's! we take it all...hook line
and sinker. they laugh at us.
• Johnny Gonzalez == Trident II Nukes do not spur a blue flare. It would have left a
huge vapor and smoke trail. I've seen trident tests before. go ahead and look at
trident 2 videos and judge... Object seen over 500+ miles away is too big for a
trident 2. media reports it was a trident II and supposedly fell in the ocean. this
thing was headed inland and not the ocean. also if if it was a secret launch why
would the military expose this to the general public? I'm not saying this is alien,
but definitely some sort of new technology.
• F-450 6.7 PowerStroke == …. Look at missiles on videos they go faster then a
fighter jet... They don't have a light, and they can't shoot over civilian land.
Submarines don't shoot missiles that get out the water, it stays in the water

Rational explanation offered….
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amC5aS1FWYc
• Mike == I had no idea the Trident missile had a "hover" and "slow" function.
• Jim o == I'm a retired rocket scientist who's noticed a troubling chasm between
how we understood our work, and what we found out there, and how the public
perceives and interprets it based on different experiences and exposures -Hollywood, video games, over-simplistic media blather,. all-is-well bureaucratic
pronouncements, you name it. I try to find ways to explain the genuinely
unearthly nature of what we perceived, and how the new conditions in space -vacuum, motion, illumination, etc -- totally overthrew the instinctive visual cues
we were used to, needing a lot of thought to assemble new, reliable cues. These
videos -- twilight rocket launches, ice and fuel dumps in orbit, stuff zipping and
zig-zagging in and out of existence in front of the cameras -- justifiably puzzled
millions of people. An entire new mythology of exploration has arisen, most of it
erroneous, some of it pernicious -- and this troubles me. Now I have the time to
devote to honing my explanations, with help from strangers who share my
curiosities.

Phoenix Arizona UFO sighting Nov 7th 2015
• Compassion4truth / Published on Nov 8, 2015
• I'm not the only one who saw this last night! I'm not sure if I completely
believe the 'official story' released by the Navy, but I think they might be
telling the truth about it being a rocket. It still leaves me questioning,
because we were all told the Phoenix lights were flares when it's been
proven by experts and many witnesses to be anything but flares. I posted
this so you can draw your own conclusions. Thanks for watching and enjoy
my other genuine UFO posts.
• Wish the video was better, but it was just a helmet cam. By the time I got
my iPhone out when I stopped, it was already fading.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ice-QsptFdo

Rocket , Comet, UFO , Nuclear Launch?? Bursting
into the sky - Real Life Hyperspace!! So. California
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c71F2pItREc

• Taofang == Started off as a red streak across the sky then suddenly bursted into a
white spiral as if shooting out to space leaving the sky lit up. There was
supposedly a meteor shower tonight but unless our perspective was off, this
looked like it was going up to space , not coming down. *blanked out a few
points of audio when me and my wife went on a cursing frenzy lol Filmed in Brea,
CA on 11/07/15
• ==============
• Bryan Speer == I saw it when I left my house and went on a walk last night. It
made no noise. It lasted quite a while. Very bright. The most odd thing about it
was the blue-ish green tail cloud it left behind which seemed to stay for about 10
minutes. Caught a picture of it on my phone
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyWccT3E904

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyWccT3E904
• j gonzalez == This started as a firework or rocket it was orange.I saw it take off like a plane it went
into the sky then it. turned around n it beamed a white light thru a lense. moving the direction of
the beam to then disperse some blue green smoke in the middle... and for EVRYONE to see it?.
Coincidence?.. I can only relate that too a flat earth .....WHY?.. would ppl outside of california see
it?.. ...This has also been reported in CHINA and FLORIDA. not too long ago. I was in Bloomington
Ca. No Missile has a beam of light .like this one did!
• djdarena == +j gonzalez How interesting, I was wondering if someone saw the same thing like I
did. I also saw it taking off somewhere from Norco/Corona area like a plane. We were driving in
the car, so I couldn't take a video. My girl and I saw it. It had a kinda orange/yellow light when it
took off from the ground, and at first it was flying perpendicular to 60 freeway where we were.
Then it change a direction a little bit We saw this yellow triangle light towards us, and I really
freaked out after it released a green cloud like octopus releases an ink. It was very scary. Then
we stopped in Riverside and saw only a glowing greenish/bluish sky from it. Few people on the
street went to see it, too. I am just surprised there were no any noise. Even planes make it,
• Kiara Jones == I have 2 videos of it on my phone from when I saw it in the car, I was freaking out
when I first saw it cause I thought it was a shooting star (which I have never seen before). It had a
little light in front then a slim tail. After about 30 seconds it just stopped and the tail
disappeared. Then it started forming a much thicker "tail" and started to spiral. About 3 mins
later, the only thing left of it was a greenish blob in the sky where the thing used to be. Should I
post my videos of it on YouTube? I didn't get the beginning of it just the standing still and the
spiral.

nm
• Mylisa Vallejo = that sh1t was not a missle that's for sure we saw the
whole thing it stopped for a cool minute and kept going people at Los
Alamitos saw it at 6 pm I live 20 min from Los Alamitos it doesn't take
no dam "missle" 3 hours to get to where I saw it from that sh1t was
something else media and government are saying it was a "missle" so
people won't start to panic gtfo of here with that was a missle
• Platos Apprentice = Really? A ballistic missile test over a civilian
population?? No missile in existence produces light like this thing did
and light produced from a proportion system is not spherical. Nor
would it be so large and so bright that it can be seen from 3 different
states. How dumb do they think we are, that we'll believe any story
they try and shovel down our throats?
• Madre Thompson = yall are IDIOTS. aint no damn missle ! stop bein
retarted

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6WSxHuLxFQ

comments
• Ian Stone == I was in Woodland Hills and saw this. It looked like a missile or a plane, and
the cloud was spreading the light. The only problem is that planes do not have light like
this, and missiles are not launched in this area. The only explanation I can offer is that
the light continued into the sky after passing through the cloud. So, it's a top-secret
plane I don't know about, or someone else is flying around up there. I don't mean aliens,
this was human whatever it was. I have filmed top secret military stuff for the Navy and
I've seen a lot of stuff in the Army Special Forces, so I'm not some uneducated observer.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGdycI8ek88
• “Road” == It started out what looked like a fireball moving from south to North above
Southern California. Then exploded into a white circular glow. The light continued
moving north and then the white center faded out, and a blue/green light glow remained
afterwards for 5-10 minutes. This video was taken 2 hours east of San Diego, in the AnzaBorrego desert looking towards the west coast over the San Isidro mountains.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SxBmt8kAqY
• Pacific Vape == my son and I saw it from Catalina Island. we saw a orb with it that
turned. My son got a pic of it.

November 7, 2015 eyewitness accounts
• Russ Tanner == At just after 6pm, I walked outside with my

two little kids (3 and 7 years old) to go to the store. Out
of the corner of my eye I saw a huge fireball slowly
moving across the sky (it's really hard to see in the
video). There was a large, white smoke trail behind it.
After several seconds the fireball started to disappear
and a large, spiraling blue cloud/trail appeared. The
blue cloud increased in size for about 30 seconds and
started to fade. I live in Capistrano Beach, California.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyXIh1Qmxio
• Trill_Ej.415 == thats what the military says...u really
believe that? A missle from the "Coast of the bay area
from a submarine, but it came from inland las
vegas"...People saw it from Mexico. How can a missle go
from Las Vegas to San Fransisco to just gone in 10
minutes? Thats an 8 hour drip. A few hours from a jet.
How is that a missle???
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NErLF1WnCYs

More….
• Chanyn Lowe === Well it looks like it stops..... Do missiles stop and hover? I
don't know ?
• it's ya Boi lily == nope.. missiles don't stop until they reach their landing point! it
didn't seem like a missile to me! unless the landing point was in the sky.. I live in
the Fresno area close to Visalia and I seen it from there when I went out side the
blue was slowly fading away, and as far as I could see it looked like it was
moving in the sky like circling so I wouldn't think that was a missile
• Chris Miller == I saw it happen also in oceanside ca , and before it paused in the
air with the blue beam, it looked like a meteor fireball first then it stopped in
middle of air , then a circle of fog formed around it and a blue beam came out ,
I saw the whole thing happen
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmdXg8ipvr4
• Javier Rodriguez == guys I swear to God on anything I saw this very close to me
the light was powerful and it looked like it was like cloudy wherever the light
pointed and it also made a turn no way this is a commet ==
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LE6DITvMT-c

accounts
• Fahad Khan == alright this is my first post on youtube ever but for this i had to create
account. I live in san diego i was just chilling on my balcony from start to finish i saw it: thanks
for posting this video but i had a way better glimpse i almost s^^t my pants because i thought
it was a nuclear missile. So i see this thing arching in the night sky with a smoke trail and im
like ok who launched that. For a good 2 minutes it keeps traveling up and then it exploded.
So the explosion u cant see in this video but it was an blue explosion that exploded outward
in circular fashion similar to nuclear explosion, the dust cloud was coming towards me so i
freaked out and ran inside the house because i thought it was an nuclear missile and i didnt
want to get radiated, either way i looked it up online and thought it was a Taurid meteor.
After calling NBC, apparently lots of people called in with videos but i doubt anyone got the
view that I did. Trully the most beautiful phenomenon i caught a video too and it is bigger in
my video but i caught it after the explosion cuz i was too amazed and i freaked out. thought
id tell you the nbc guy told me its a missile test off of point Magu naval station! crazy tho !
• Kale Scott == Saw it in Northern Cali by Sac it wasn't a missile towards the end of it we saw it
change Directions and go up and down before it flew off and disappeared
• Isabel Ambrocio == I was constipated than I saw this and I was not constipated anymore.
After changing my pants I tried running away but it kept following me. But for real, in
Rosarito mexico the blast shook my house thought it was an earth quake but when I went
outside saw this huge blue ball in the sky with its aurora rapidly spreading out. Then it slowly
drifted north and faded.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvxuYWF_8pE

The Aztec Calendar Channel ==
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsWDaocpPyI
• I SAW THIS! It happened while I was standing out in the Chula Vista Elks lodge parking lot on that
same night in 2015.
• It was weird for me how it happened, but I stumbled into the open just as this pointed bright white
light seemed to be approaching from the west where airplanes approach. But just as it entered a
"Fog Bank Ball" (which was growing) it ceased to move and merged with it.
• That's when I began to wonder, and then strangely a blueness began to engulf the Fog Ball, and the
whole thing turned a turquoise color, which was the same color as a meteor I saw a day or two
earlier.
• Indeed, that was a part of the Taurid Meteor shower that peaked on the 11-4-15. So it is a very good
chance this is same event that I saw, and others were watching it in the parking lot as well; everyone
was speechless.
• ===============
• Meteor Over California 11/07/2015
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuo0ovcMpRo
• Drew Togh == I walked outside to take out the trash after waking up from a nap and saw this weird
light in the sky. Thinking it was an airplane or helicopter pointing its light towards our
neighborhood then I realized that it was actually a meteor. Excuse my awkwardness I just woke from
a nap and was totally out of it haha.

Detailed flight path perceptions

• Mike VaVerka == I witnessed this event from Canyon Country, CA while sitting in the
back yard around 6:00 pm. This reminds me of the Vandenberg rocket launches I
used to see back in the 70s. Clearly this was not from Vandenberg, it was launched
from a more southern location, perhaps in the pacific somewhere off of San Diego
or Orange County - Maybe one of the islands. Interesting, because right now LAX
airport is diverting west bound take-offs this week due to military maneuvers in the
Pacific. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNU7wZV7cuo
• Steve Quayle [:(406) 586 - 4842] == I saw the whole launch, as I was walking back to
my car after a walk on the beach in Carlsbad, CA and I can tell you that the launch I
saw came from the south of my position. That would put it somewhere around
Cardiff or Encinitas about 20 miles to the north of San Diego. I saw it shoot straight
up and then it changed direction and looked like it was heading toward Camp
Pendleton. The light was bright yellow orange and I thought it was a CHICOM cruise
missile, then it looked like it changed direction again and that’s when the missile
staged and the light turned blue and left a green cloud in the atmosphere. It was
definitely a SLBM(SUBMARINE LAUNCHED BALLISTIC MISSILE) and I have seen
missile tests before and yes the second stage burns blue, the other light people were
seeing was the first stage separating and the green glow is from the rest of the fuel
in the first stage being spilled on into the upper atmosphere.
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1602

Mystery Explosion in California? Connected to Mystery light seen in the sky?
• Professor Doom1 == LAX has to divert air traffic for a week due to a secret Military
maneuver project. Last night a strange light could be streaking through the skies of
Southern California headed East. Now a video surfaces purporting to show a huge
explosion near the Salton Sea which happens to be East from where the strange
missile like light was seen streaking through the skies in So Cal.
• Eriamay == I live in apple valley Ca and I was standing out side having a smoke. I
seen something from a distance that looked like it had flames coming from its tail
end. then I started seening the sparks then the bright light and it exploded right in
front of my apartment in the sky. I was thinking it was some kind of flair at first with
the sparks flying from it until it got bigger and brighter and then exploded like in the
video right above my apartment complex in the sky. it didn't look like no sort of
missile when it was going up and sparking. n when they said on the news its was a
missile test from the ocean I am like yeah what the f**k ever I seen the whole thing
it came from inland and since I am like 3 hours away from vegas and about 3 hours
away from the ocean it made no sense of it being shot from the ocean and also for it
to be seen in 5 other states, the military and government is lying . and they said that
there will be multiple testing that will be seen by many well uh I haven't seen any
since.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oQhke3g-VY

Liz Bgood comments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6tZWjQNS-A

• I saw a yellow fire ball traveling from the south towards north. I am standing by my window
and noticed a yellow light coming from the south at a slow speed. It stood right above our city.
(compton) and all of a sudden stopped and it split unto two bright white lights, then all of a
sudden the lights expanded making a huge circle above our city. Then it moved towards the
north, leaving a blue stricken light. So, this happened right before my eyes, and I know it's not
of this world. The media lied and said it was Edwards Air Force , while the other News station
said it was the Navy. I am not buying anything the media tells us. A missile does not stop in
the middle of traveling, and this thing stood still in the air, splitting in two white lights. This is
not normal, and I am starting to notice, these objects are coming from the South. So, someone
or somebody is not telling us the truth. I guess it is our government.
• [to] +lars330 == You still don't get it. I saw this thing from afar and it was yellow, like the street
lights, but was traveling at a slow speed. It stood still and it broke off into two white lights,
then it illuminated the sky like clockwise. It made a huge circle, then it disappeared leaving a
blue stricken light. If this is not a UFO, then I don't know what it could be, but I know meteors
don't travel at a slow speed, and this thing moved like the pace of flying balloons, but steadily
traveling at a slow straight line. Can meteors split in half an put on a show for people to see?
And why would the military test missile over it's own population? Think man, think!!!!!!!!
• [to] +Bdizz306296 == Thanks for the information, but I am not buying it, specially when I have
seen this flying object before in Riverside, and it wasn't a meteor. It literally stood still for like 5
minutes, and then it took off at a speed that's impossible for man to recreate. IT'S
IMPOSSIBLE. No speed could be measured in the Richter scale. You have to see with your own
eyes in order for you to believe it. Otherwise we'll be going back and forth with this
conversation. Good try though.
• This is getting real strange. I saw the yellow fire ball traveling from the south towards north
and it stood still over Compton. It literally light up the city.

Bright Light Seen in the Skies Over California (Missile)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0AQQ1NpROs 38,041 views
• Victor Valley News Inc. [Victorville]
• Bobbi Ashley == Why would 2 military heli's be chasing a
missile? I wonder if that's common? I heard that over the
police scanner.
• D. Kirkwo == you have to be awful dumb to believe the US
navy are sending ballistic missile tests over populated areas
in california. as usual the Military Lies about everything. also
Missiles i have seen in past do not stop or hover nor do
helicopters follow them around. first of all a Helli copter
could not go as fast as a real missile. What a crock of crap.
• Justin McKey == it was right over my neighborhood in silver
lakes ca it was really bright
• Dumitru Albu == a missile? I doubt, as a missile is not
stationary like this light is. search for sth else.

MAP

Something over Los Angeles 11/7/2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mhj5QsouYFs
Patrick McEveety
~2400 views

• There was a very bright circular burst. Through the burst came a bright central
light. The video starts a little after the bright light began pushing through the
circle, forming a trail or tail in its wake. A fluorescent turquoise light remained in
the area of the original circle for 5-10 minutes afterward.
• ======================================
• Matt Organista [Nov 2015] -- I train at a gym with a guy who daughter was on a
boat on the backside of the Channel Island when this missile was launched. The
missile flew over their boat and stopped. When they took their phones out to
film, their phones were jammed and all the compasses on the boat started
spinning. Other fishing boats’ near by reported their radars were jammed. I think
thats why they didn’t want planes flying over…. Something is going on out there.
A couple months ago there was an unusual amount of helicopters flying over our
beach town with these nave battle ships off the coast. Never seen anything like it
before.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKvBEpcBw2M

UFO LA Just now Sensation unknown flying object or comet
over Los Angeles // Andrey Solomatin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkJGr8jo60k
• mrfaty323 == I just witnessed this myself... It seemed out of this world.
• Thomas Tran == What amazed me was it was able to stop in the middle of
the sky for like a minute but I may be wrong.
• Shalom Medina == we were right below it but couldn't get any video on my
cheap S5
• allen hunt == a drone with a flashlight huh do you know that thing was size
of a foot ball field no drone is that big
• allen hunt == that's what they want you to think a missile from a
submarine that thing was a about a hundred yards long
• Uchiha Soles == I HIGHLY doubt they would be testing rockets, where
would it go? why at this random time? and people are saying the noise was
really weird. and how does it just stop like that?

Las Vegas
Mysterious Light
Nov 07 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=T-VOESljjRM

• Successfulzombie == Strange light(s) above a clear Las Vegas sky, video taken from the
southwest side of town. Large Beam of light seemed to linger over the night sky. At first it
seemed like a police light from a helicopter could be the source, but without a helicopter
in sight( or sound) it appears to be caused by an unidentified source.
• Enigma Seeker == Its a rocket. The ice particles are being reflected by the sun from the
edge of space. And that's coming from someone who's seen UFOs and investigates them.
Sorry.
• TheAngelofnv == Sorry to burst your bubble but there was more than 1 sighted close up
different parts of the Western US. A similar light appeared directly over Mt. Charleston.
The light source moved while the dome of light it was emanating, didn’t. then it
suddenly vanished

UFO over Los Angeles 11/7/2015

• Patrick McEveety == There was a very bright circular burst. Through the burst came a bright
central light. The video starts a little after the bright light began pushing through the circle,
forming a trail or tail in its wake. A fluorescent turquoise light remained in the area of the
original circle for 5-10 minutes afterward.
• Rick Dohner == i saw it as it first appeared in huntington beach. i heard a chopper, figured when i
looked up it was his spot light. but then i realized the chopper was much lower and heading
towards me with only standard running lights. this was at a much higher altitude and moving
away from me. the light was pointing not in the direction the object was moving. .as it moved
away the vapor trail was as roy butcher said, kind of blueish green. and it lingered for quite some
time. very impressive.
• Junior Compton == Everyone in the pier started running cuz it light up the whole sky and we
didnt see what shot it down but we heard a wierd sound and the thing desinegrated and one
ufo kept moving but it changed direction without the light and not bright enough for the
pictures i took or the video
• K Avi == I was on Jefferson blvd. omg we saw the whole thing! It looked like a fireball with trail
left behind it. Going up slowly slowly suddenly it turned into a bright white ball. It moved so
fast suddenly it started flashing at one detection a very bright light. I've never seen a light so
bright light that one. The. On the opposite end from where it was flashing a green light so bright
appeared. It was between 6:08 pm or 6:15 pm The light came off and the white ball was so clear
it went up up up in the sky almost as if it was going into space. It just went straight up. It was so
clear still at the longest far distance up in the sky. We suddenly could still see it but it blended
with the stars. The green light was left behind it would not banish. A a matter of fact a plane
crossed by when the white light flashed lol Scary and interesting
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mhj5QsouYFs

Jeremy Perez -Trident Launch - Twilight Effect
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NnpVJKdvsa8

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NnpVJKdvsa8

Flagstaff, Arizona
• Published on Nov 8, 2015
• A Trident II (D5) missile test lights up the sky over the western US (as seen
from Flagstaff, Arizona)—7 November 2015. The exhaust from the launch
expands quickly when the vehicle rises above the denser portions of the
atmosphere. If the launch takes place shortly after sunset when viewing
toward the west, it can lead to brilliant displays such as this large, circular
halo. A more concentrated stream of fuel/exhaust glows as a streak of
blue-green while the missile itself continues to spew exhaust as a more
white-ish fan toward the right side of the halo.
• I was kind of amazed that I coincidentally stepped outside when I did to
actually catch it in progress.
• It's pretty crazy how far away those are visible. It's the second I've seen
from Vandenberg or near Vandenberg.

Arizona sightings

• ashley simone = ..i was traveling through the mountains
headed to Phx with my family when we came upon this "glow"..
this freaked us out because it went from a uneventful ride to a
big bright circular glow expanding bigger and bigger.. glow
was on the ground we drove through.. in no way was this a
missle launch from over 1,000 miles away.. i told my s/o several
times to turn around.. that i did not want to drive thru "fog
that glows"- i have been trying to find an explanation as to
what this was.. not to mention we saw multiple shooting stars
back to back once out of the glow.. ((idk if this has anything to
do with the glow)).. this was a circular shaped glowing fog on
the ground in the mountains.. this was seen in several states
because it happened in several states..
• Hana = When I was passing through flagstaff to phoenix on the
7th of November, I saw the exact same thing. It looked like a
lighthouse in the sky, without a base, and then slowly
dissapearred. This is so bizarre.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-3IdaUf2rw

Detailed eyewitness responses…
• DIY Tesla PowerWall ==1. Video shows the object as a bright light with no tail. Then, a tail forms.
Then there is a Mach 1 signature event, then spectacular glowing / changing colors. Logic
suggests this is an object entering the atmosphere, slowing down to Mach 1 (where the pressure
waves catch up), then burning up.
• 2. This was witnessed and filmed from California to Idaho to Mexico. A small object cannot be
seen 3 states away. it MUST be a large object. A missile cannot be launched in the Pacific and be
visually bigger in Vegas than California.
• 3. The U.S military does not test nuclear weapons over populated areas, announce to the media,
or conduct a test at a time that will yield maximum spectatorship.
• 4. The footage looks nothing like any previous night launch.
• 5. Where's the footage of the launch?
• 6. Why is the flight path over land instead of out to sea? 7. Why risk collision with aviation?
• North Star = DIY Tesla PowerWall I saw this too in Phoenix, AZ and thought how wi[er]d this is!
and no it wasn't a missile, it was just stationary, not moving at all. I guess missiles are supposed
to move at breakneck speed. I only believe this because I saw it myself!
• Alexis Cardenas = i saw this with my girlfriend and cousin at Estrella parkway in Arizona. it looked
like a moon at first, open up with two bright lights had blueish mist surrounding it and a green
been was on the mountain on the left of us. this was not a missle. we ran when we seen it was
getting closer to us and the blueish mist was expanding doubling it's size when we first seen it.
most craziest thing I've seen in 20 years of living. definitely something strange is going on. we
need to wake up.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-3IdaUf2rw

UFODI: 2 UFO's Involved In California Trident Missile Explosion
7th/Nov/2015 == 6,757 views
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUf8Xi65C4w
• UFODI == UFO passes trident missile fired from US coastline by the US military and seems to have
destroyed it, whats strange is the huge brightness of the missile blast illuminates another
unidentified flying object.
• macpduff == It looks like the missile was sent up to intercept and destroy the other object. We're
told it was a test, but night is a strange time for such a test. It may have been a real event and
that's why the Trident missile was sent up - even though it would scare the cr*p out of the public.
• Xterminate13 == shared this on facebook. everyone's all over it. not the first time this happened
• Yadira Espinoza ==I believe they just wanna cover up, by saying it was missile...
• Donnabis == that's not what I saw. the glowie stuff you see is the fuel exhaust being lit up by the
sun (because it is very high in the sky at that point, in the atmosphere actually). the "explosion"
you see, is one of the stages being detached. and when they detach, they tend to come off with a
small explosion. which disperses some of the exhaust in a halo around it. and if you had picked a
longer or even A HIGH DEF VIDEO!!! you would have seen that it keeps going, with one more
stage release. and then it dies out. at this point it would have deployed its payload, but seeing
how this was a test fire, there was none.

California Ballistic Missile (ufo) Explodes Vaporizes
after its Blasted by UFO == 9,011 views
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MyBnQVnTNk
• Mike Tedesco == California Meteor Explodes after its Blasted by UFO,
followed by 2nd ufo at upper left at 20 second mark…. so if it was a
ballistic missile, and they cleared the area,... wtf is with all the
planes/ufos/orbs in the area, huh
• Virginia Shaubel == I like how it slowed down and hovered then
picked up speed again, tridents go Mach24( Approximately 18,030
mph (29,020 km/h) And people think they would test near a heavily
populated area. It made no sound on any of the vids I saw. Also there
were planes flying in some of the other vids. Great vid. Makes one
ponder ... Thank you :)
•

Another ‘search light’ metaphor
• Your reflection [Sep 2017] == I saw this ufo first hand. The white light
it emitted seemed like a search light at first, it shined down directly
on me and my family. I remember seeing the main white light zoom
off after the blue discharge. Videos of night/day trident2 missle
launches look nothing like this. Also, what are the tiny, flashing ligts
that surround this?? …. ughh i wish Julian would have kept filming the
ufo with a tripod, this is the clearest footage of it. You can see it keeps
hovering after the blue discharge, its the white light in front of the
cloud. I remember seeing that light speed off into the distance and up
into space.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yu7mNmqJJ10&lc=z13nsjgwwzyj
x1m03222yn0roxapul2sd.1511587268779805

Why Oberg’s report is wrong
• dionyz1 [nov 2016] == That PDF doesn't show anything, but what they
believe. It's dark. Not slightly dark where sunlight can hit the rocket.
It's midnight dark. The fact of the matter is that the government
wouldn't be testing missiles over a highly crowded population
• Will Pack -- You are the one who is too dumb to understand what is in
the PDF. Keep on dreaming about your precious aliens.
• Tyler DiDay == Will Pack shut your stupid mouth it's not a missile, stop
trolling all these comments.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yu7mNmqJJ10&lc=z13nsjgwwzyj
x1m03222yn0roxapul2sd.1511587268779805

COULD IT BE SUNLIT??
• Styx85 == it's that bright because it's high enough up that the
missile's exhaust gases are lit up by the sun.
• Louis Kirkwood == at night time when the sun is on the opposite side
of earth yeah ok
• Styx85 == Louis, it wasn't in the middle of the night. I believe it was
around 6 PM, just an hour or so after sunset. Early enough that a
missile 300 miles up can still catch some rays.
• Louis Kirkwood == well that's plausible but the explanation of it being
a missile still doesn't add up to me. why 'test' a missile in plain view of
the entire population of LA? these things are normally done in secret
and over the ocean where nobody can see.

INSISTING IT COULDN’T BE SUNLIT
• 5.7GREGG == it was about 8-9pm when it happened. witnessed it with my own
eyes. so theres no ways it caught any sun rays plus the sun set on the opposite
side of where this happened.
• Styx85 == I think you're misremembering, Crystal. You can check the metadata on
this video, it was uploaded at 7:47 PM local time on the day it happened. I don't
know how soon they uploaded the video after the event occurred, but it's fair to
assume a little time had passed before they got down to the apartment, shot the
intro and uploaded the video. And no, the sun didn't set on the opposite side of
where it happened. It was visible over the ocean, west of LA. That's where the
sun sets.
• 5.7GREGG == well you go ahead and go based off what "data" says. I clearly
seen it with my own eyes and do not need "data" on this one. If you seen it in
person you'd understand. But either way at 7:47 how is the missle going to catch
sun rays? Sun sets before that anyways
• Styx85 == The video was uploaded at 6:47; it happened just after 6 PM. About an
hour after sunset in LA. Then consider the fact that it's hundreds of miles away
due west (towards the sun) and hundreds of miles up, it should be pretty clear
that it could still catch sun rays even though it's dark where this was filmed.

Purcali [Nov 7, 2015]: West Coast light in sky emits Bright
light leaves green glow like northern lights - UFO?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMDxtbWDsTM&lc=z23qwjszpl2jdb1xx04t1aokgbtdi03k1zlegtwdsczzrk0h00410.1522784582549808

Shooting light in sky That explodes into a light that grows to cover the entire sky and stalls leaving a
green glow like the northern lights that didn't dissipate for more than 10 minutes. UFO?
I saw what looked like a shooting star (only traveling very slowly) coming from South to North in the
Western sky over the ocean in San Diego. In front of the light there appeared to be an explosion like
a firework and it left a very bright trail like a meteor and that's when I got my camera phone out and
started taping. After the white tail had gone it looked more like a star in the sky but moving very
quickly from South to North on the Western Skyline. In the video when the bright light begins to
dissipate you can see what looks like a star again not moving across the sky but it appears to get
smaller but never really disappears. A lot of what I could see with my eyes did not get picked up by
the camera.
Ronjamestrader == object came from southeast to northwest, directly
overhead at 37x122 north by west. Impossible if it were a small missle
fired from a sub. It was travelling very slowly without making any sound.
Skywatcher here, I know what I saw, the submarine would have had to
have been in the gulf of Nevada. You're saying I could see a plane take off
from lax from sfo??
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amC5aS1FWYc

37x122

GAME CHANGER! UFO Sightings DARPA DAMAGE CONTROL!! THIS IS BIGTIME! 2015 // 280k views // thirdphaseofmoon // Published on Nov 8, 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amC5aS1FWYc

Nicholas Martinez == my name is Nick I am a security officer for USC and I remember
this day it was USC's last home game I remember seeing a light that resembled a
commercial airplanes high beams but it had a translucent light that kinda resembles a
helicopter spotlight but it was we[a]k and he was facing the stadium while the object
was still flying towards me parallel to Vermont Boulevard and then it did it supertonic
blast but the UFO did it 3 times ….
Jerry Wright == I WAS IN TUCSON AZ! MY son saw it come down from the sky we
were going direct west bound came directly above us I was near West Pecos way and
Lambert in Tucson AZ. I pulled over on West Pecos ways I was in a desert area it lit up
the Night Desert like as if the Moon was out but still brighter my son first noticed it,
"Dad look the moon is getting bigger" I shrugged it off (he is 6 year old) then he
repeated what he said! IT got my attention because the desert was lighting up. I
followed it a bit going west bound! it started IN Tucson then I watched it go West
North WEST!! Going to LA San Diego Direction! IT WAS NOT A MISSLE OR ROCKET I AM
A US NAVY PHOTOGRAPHER , I HAVE Photographed Missle Shoots, rockets and this
was no Missle! IT WAS A BRIGHT WHITE ORB made no sound! Had no CHEm trail. it
slowed down then moved rapid north west direction. IT scared my kids I and 3 other
Cars pulled over to watch the object move West northwest directions. Watch it at 7:05
- 7:17 until it went into the horizon.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mhj5QsouYFs
• Rhythm Sections === I watched the entire thing from Sacramento. It looked like a
light shining down on earth. Then went off and did its big blue and green poof.
The reasons I feel it was man made are, the rocket was visibly glowing, I could
hear the thrusters in the beginning, it never did anything erratic other than the
initial "hovering", and the light show of green and blue. you could see an
explosion when it was rea[ch]ing the edge of the atmosphere. the clouds were
very obvious even with the naked eye. I believe it was a multi stage rocket. a
blank trident maybe. It went straight to the stars, not at light speed, and didn't
make any left to rights. And I believe that life exists in far off places. had I not
experienced this for myself I'd believe it was extraterrestrial.
• Jozey (JozeyMusic @ SoundCloud) == I don't understand how people are still
saying "this is a missile/titan launch" when there are clearly sightings in places
where these things can't be launched... ---> LOGIC <--• godsson711 == I saw this in Vegas it was so bright and looked very close I thought
it was over Mc Caron airport and it did look like it disappeared in to a portal in my
opinion fuk the government tell the truth already
• Nan Sherrill Smith == What kind of missile stops temporarily and then makes a
course correction 90 degrees

Meteor? Rocket? UFO? Or something else? 11-7-15 [HD]
Russ Tanner [Nov 7, 2015] // https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WftnuMaAARo
I was just about to get in the car with my two little kids when I saw a large fireball moving
across the sky (I was in awe and was yelling at my 6 year old son to get out of the car to
see it). There was a long smoke trail behind it, although it's hard to see in the video. The
fireball faded and a large, blue spiraling trail/cloud appeared. Crazy! It looked very similar
to the "Norwegian Spiral Anomaly" from 2009. I live in Capistrano Beach, California. My
sister also saw it in Carlsbad, California.
Tim Horton == I filmed it too; you had a much better reaction though. I freaked out and
thought that China was firing missiles at us. Oh well.
Fer Lugo == Did you see a tornado like whirl being emitted from the very tip of the cone
shaped light? Im about 70 miles east of Los Angeles it was very very clear here. The white/
orange like light looked like 2 huge spot lights it was amazing.
Tim Horton == I filmed it and It looked like the magnetic field lines of the earth, like what
you see in textbooks and whatnot. I looked like a orange comet at first and then blew up
like a balloon filled with dry ice. Just describing my view...
Fer Lugo == I immediately started recording, only a really high powered camera though
would pick up detail that I saw. if you look really closely on the this and the many videos
our there on the right side or tip of the cone shape bright light you can see a very small
spinning whirl

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amC5aS1FWYc
• inicio Acosta == What many people don't mention or maybe are not aware
is that there was a second objet flying right next to the main light, so if it
was a missile, something was fallowing at that same speed. Then this
happened I had my binoculars with me so I was able to see the other objet
blinking next to it, I manage to capture a photo with my phone where it
shows the second objet.
• saturdyl == Me and a friend were walking in Lake Elsinore and around 6 o
clock we saw this huge light just flying in the sky and it was pulsating. It left
a huge blue cloud of gas that was glowing for about 20 minutes. The light
that was pulsating blew a huge cloud of gas out of it that covered the
night sky but it was too dark to catch on camera. The light then floated a
little downwards and kept blowing out a gas or something out the bottom.
• thehalfnavajo == It did stop, I was watching it from a hotel across from
Disneyland. I told my wife this doesn't look good and maybe we should get
inside. That light was very very bright and I felt a strange energy while
watching it.

BREAKING NEWS BLUE BRIGHT LIGHT SPOTTED UFO MISSILE
TEST OVER LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 11/7/2015 31,366 views
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TA171ssAOLs
• Rudy K == It was definitely a UFO as the light was bright from my stand point there
was a shape of a round sphere behind the light as the light started to fade you can
then see the object as star moving pretty fast then it suddenly disappeared it did
not blow up nothing. Explain that!
• Jihad Waller == My thing is, if it was a so called missile why did it expand then
disappear ? Then seen in other states ? it would have blew up or demolished then
stopped! Not stop then recreate it self .
• Gio 92 == a cover up...i seen the light as if it was still and it wasnt moving like a
missle i believe is a cover up.
• Jarrett Lewis == i saw it over Pasadena. but the part that got me was as i was
getting my phone out this mist or cloud covered it but i still could s[ome]what see
the light .......
• Antbank$$ == I seen it start moving very slow started out as the color red suddenly
stopped for a brief moment then turned bright blue with swirls of light all around
it and to leave the sky with a big sphere and then to suddenly vanish into thin air
missile test my ass

COMET or UFO!? 105,384 views
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krhoij9sars
• Michael Ziegler == It looks like it opens a portal in the end to go back from where it came
in the universe, a wormhole that it can just fly through to get back to the home planet.
Which is the most fascinating thing about it.
• jim oberg == Uh, just HOW do YOU know what such a portal 'looks like'?
• Michael == How do YOU know it's not a portal? What else could it be? How you do know
what a portal would look like if an advanced civilization truly had one? It could look like a
portal, or it could look like something more complicated just just a door than opens and
closes.
• jim oberg == This one did a VERY good imitation of a twilight missile launch, which is
odd, because the launch was pre-warned by notices to ships and planes, want to see that
message?
• Michael == A missile staying in the middle of the air, shining a bright light in the dark
sky, then a blue cloud exploding behind it. It flies into the blue cloud, then the blue dust
continues to ignite behind it. Before it all just disappears. It does not sound

anything like a missile, or look like one from the videos I have seen.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJYAuJZM89U

• soundxcrash === if it was a missile explain why there wasn't any noise??
even a failed missile would caused some noise people said and even the
people I know that were near or a not farther away from it said there was
no noise
• Glenn Cameron == I grew up near Cape Canaveral and saw lots of rocket
launches. I remember seeing the exhaust plumes but I don't recall seeing
them glow.
• ThatGuyFromWalmart Sexy == It's not a missle, if it was a missle it wouldn't
be visible through all of California especially since it was "launched in point
mugu" and why would that happen to a missle... I saw this before it turned
to where the video starts and it was a thick red plane or something else in
the shape of a rhombus, there was also a trio of helicopters over LA right
after this so yea that's all I'm saying
•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cc0_wZat4nI&t=239s
• Douken == What high altitude? I saw it with my own eyes and that thing was at 30,000 ft or less I
would say 20k
• MsEnlightened1 [Las Vegas] == And it was so close to me i thought i was the only one seeing itand not to far after did the police helicopters show up
• dynamicvideoonline == I personally witnessed this in the Modesto Area Last night. I still feel
traumatized. LOL Trust me I was like "what the f is that" It was really weird. My account was
that I saw a very bright light, then the beam of light from it, then the conical light that
followed. It was creepy and cool...
• sageizm == this is what my family saw, the ending part of the film in northeast Arizona. the first
explosion of light wasn't the awesome part, it was the hour glass light show that happened after.
and this was observed here in Arizona 640 miles away.
• Ajay Cero == slowest missile i've ever seen it would have disappeared from view completely after
maybe 20 seconds. Missiles generally travel all the way up to about 60-70,000 feet. You wouldn't
see any exhaust from up there, nor a bright light, at all. If it was a missile test they would have
shot it nearly straight up into the upper atmosphere, which they could have done, but it would
have disappeared from sight quickly. Missiles travel about 18,000 mph or faster. That thing is
taking its sweet little time to reach 60-70,000 feet.
• Marciano Marciano == it wasnt a missale, this objet came from space stopped end it launched , i
saw everything, from tha time this objet enter in to tha atmosphere, not even tha goverment
knows how this happened, missiles, do not stop on mid air, en launched, most peaple saw tha 2th
part of all of this, wakeup guys , we not alone.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cc0_wZat4nI&t=239s
• Danny Abaldo == I do not believe in UFO;'s I have been looking in the Mojave desert over
5 years nothing, last night my 31 year old daughter and wife were walking to the store,
we are in Yermo Ca. My daughter came in freaking out and she said, it was a bright blue
circle with something flying and something flew through the circle, now tests yes, but all
are saying it was from the ocean, so it would have been flying towards Vegas off the 115, it was direct over head and very close to them, it lasted 20 min approx, now it was
flying the other way towards L.A. so wrong direction, and huge now I see it all over, man I
wish I could have seen it no matter what it was.
• Q == so it was flying east to west? west bound? from mainland?
• In my area yes, from inland not coast. Later after talking to others and locals that saw it
and know the desert better then me, said it was from 29 palms military base headed
towards coast, also it could be the object was so big it looked as if over head to Mojave,
S.D. L.A. Nevada? it would need to be huge it could be that, same exact footage- this is is
what was seen.?
• James Caouette == It changes it's rate of movement from Riverside California it looked a
little different and looked like it made a 90 degree turn and flew towards the
atmosphere after flying alongside the atmosphere

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmdXg8ipvr4
• MAGNUM TI TARGETED INDIVIDUAL == I saw it happen also in oceanside ca
, and before it paused in the air with the blue beam , it looked like a
meteor fireball first then it stopped in middle of air , then a circle of fog
formed around it and a blue beam came out , I saw the whole thing
happen
• Medical Conditions Displayed == All the kids in the apartment complex
were yelling about something outside that night. My daughter came in the
house hysterically describing something strange in the sky. She said it was
bright with an aqua glow and that it dispersed in opposite directions. By
the time I saw it , it looked like it did in the end of your video. I was in San
Jacinto ,Ca looking SouthWest
• Mr. Kitty == I was right below the same thing on the same night, only it
was in Santa Barbara AND THE LIGHT WAS GLOWING GREEN. People were
pulling over and getting out to see it on the 101.
• 2spooki4me == I like how the government covers this up by saying it's a
"missile" Like we are stupid enough to believe that sh1t

Liz Bgood at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6tZWjQNS-A
I saw a yellow fire ball traveling from the south towards north. I am standing by my
window and noticed a yellow light coming from the south at a slow speed. It stood
right above our city. (compton) and all of a sudden stopped and it split unto two
bright white lights, then all of a sudden the lights expanded making a huge circle
above our city. … it illuminated the sky like clockwise…. It literally light up the city.
Then it moved towards the north, leaving a blue stricken light. So, this happened right
before my eyes, and I know it's not of this world. A missile does not stop in the
middle of traveling, and this thing stood still in the air, splitting in two white lights.
This is not normal, …
They can sell all the bull crap through the media, but not everyone can be easily
fooled. The media lied and said it was Edwards Air Force, then later they said it was
the Navy. Somebody jumped too quickly to broadcast the news, not realizing this
happened around other places in the world. Damm, are we the only one who can see
what's happening? or people are blinded and can't see past their nose.
If this is not a UFO, then I don't know what it could be, but I know meteors don't
travel at a slow speed, and this thing moved like the pace of flying balloons, but
steadily traveling at a slow straight line. Why would the military test missile over it's
own population and people? Think man, think!!!!!!!!
It literally stood still for like 5 minutes, and then it took off at a speed that's impossible
for man to recreate. IT'S IMPOSSIBLE.

Something over Los Angeles 11/7/2015 // Patrick McEveety [Nov 7, 2015]
There was a very bright circular burst. Through the burst came a bright central light. The video
starts a little after the bright light began pushing through the circle, forming a trail or tail in its
wake. A fluorescent turquoise light remained in the area of the original circle for 5-10 minutes
afterward.
K Avi == I was on Jefferson blvd. omg we saw the whole thing!
It looked like a fireball with trail left behind it. Going up slowly slowly suddenly it turned into a
bright white ball. It moved so fast suddenly it started flashing at one d[ir]ection a very bright
light. I've never seen a light so bright light that one. The. On the opposite end from where it
was flashing a green light so bright appeared. It was between 6:08 pm or 6:15 pm
The light came off and the white ball was so clear it went up up up in the sky almost as if it was
going into space. It just went straight up. It was so clear still at the longest far distance up in the
sky. We suddenly could still see it but it blended with the stars. The green light was left behind it
would not banish. A[nd] a matter of fact a plane crossed by when the white light flashed lol
Scary and interesting
Rick Dohner == i saw it as it first appeared in huntington beach. i heard a chopper, figured when i
looked up it was his spot light. but then i realized the chopper was much lower and heading
towards me with only standard running lights. this was at a much higher altitude and moving
away from me. the light was pointing not in the direction the object was moving. .as it moved
away the vapor trail was as roy butcher said, kind of blueish green. and it lingered for quite some
time. very impressive. lets see what kind of official description we get over the next 24 from
news media and military. it will be a few different versions of blah blah im sure.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mhj5QsouYFs

UFO over LA 11-6-15 -- Light in the Sky - Possibly a Spaceship/rocket over LA
Jennifer Borobia == At first, the light looked like a plane. It started out as a small red light,
traveling upward, with a small tail. The tail trailing behind the light became longer and it
began to look more like a comet. I began to think it was a plane with a blown out engine,
so I began to record it. The small red light suddenly bursted into a big white ball of light. I
noticed there was a small bright ball of white light that was at the head of the light. You
can't see it on this video, but I have a part 2 where you can see at about 10 seconds
(maybe a little before) that a small white piece breaks off and speeds away from the rest
of the big white circle. It was a pretty crazy thing to witness. If anyone knows what it is
please comment.
Jess Moon == This is no comet, spaceship, missile. It's something more, I saw the whole
thing and no comet flies upward, no missile goes that slow and then explodes like a
nebula as well as a spaceship. I saw helicopters before this happened and they were black
(cia helicopters)
Armando Rodriguez == what i dont understand is the ring of white light around it
mmjamora == My husband and son saw this exact same thing tonight driving through
Farmington, California east of Stockton, Ca. They said it left a blue mist in the air after
continuing upwards. At first it looked like a helicopter shining it's light down, but then it
started going upwards.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mwW2oF9YcQ

http://www.ufosightingsdaily.com/2015/11/massive-blue-ufo-over-los-angeles-and.html
Sybil Roberts November 9, 2015 at 11:20 AM == This was not just one UFO there
were multiple UFOs that were seen in Sacramento, San Francisco, San Jose , Los
Angeles , Arizona, Nevada , and Utah . My son and his friend were playing at the
park and a circular UFO object hovered over the kids and shined a blue light on
them for five minutes my they were trying to look at the object however they're
eyes were burning badly the adults supervision at the park ran to them because
they said it looked like the UFO was trying to beam them up it went from tree level
and shot straight into the sky in one second this was hyperspeed the object
continued to zip back and forth next to the stars after
Sybil Roberts November 9, 2015 at 3:06 PM == About 20 min ago while I was
outside smoking a blue circle the size and shape of a basketball came down fast
though the ground in the same spot the UFO hovered over the kids Nothing on the
ground I'm wondering has a portal been opened ?? Is there someone to report this
too?
Steven Evers November 9, 2015 at 3:14 PM == I seen it too, I thought it was a plane
shining its bright light through the hazy sky I thought, it was incredible, I was able
to get a pic but not enough time to video

http://www.ufosightingsdaily.com/2015/11/massive-blue-ufo-over-los-angeles-and.html
• Danisha Lane [November 10, 2015 at 12:21 AM] == wow that is definitely
something the government does not want us to see but it is so out of their
hands were the UFOs just come when they don't even know it so the government
has to make up a lie like we're idiots and pretend it's something that its not
clearly that is something from another world what it is I don't know but very
curious to find out everyone be safe we're getting way too many sightings and is
like the UFOs are coming here frequently so we need to be careful and be
prepared for whatever there going to do
• Unknown [November 10, 2015 at 1:52 AM] == Navy misle testing my ass!! I burn
inside wishing we could all know what is so hidden from us. But honestly the
world would go crazy if we knew the truth. Too many small minded crazies in the
world to wrap there mind around something so OUT OF THIS WORLD. …. At 2
minutes of flight, a Trident missile travels at 13,600 mph! There is no way anyone
would have captured these videos with it moving that fast.
• Angel Ruiz [November 13, 2015 at 9:54 AM] == It was not a missle it was a ufo
,how can a missile stop and then turn and speed up to space it's crazy

Joco Mihić == https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUiW4oBKym8
I am truck driver and I saw this when i was passing Paragonah, UT, over I-15 at same date
11.07.2015 at 7:15 PM i know right time/date and location cause i took screenshot on my phone
of that location, i was about to search is there is any launch rocket station or airport and I found
out that is small town in middle of nowhere in Utah, and there is only small town few mails away
with very small airport but lights this big couldn't be installed on even biggest passenger
airplanes...
I stop on rest area on highway and i was keep looking in that, i notice there is lot of cars even on
shoulder on highway watching that. Never saw anything powerfull and that fast in my life... I
personally don't trust in aliens, even if they exist I don't trust that they coming to visit us but
whatever it is, it scares me to death cause don't look natural at all!!!
And this footage is exactly what i saw but on all those videos that object is in motion and little bit
far away, in my case that object was floating on sky mile or two over ground for 2-3 minutes on
same spot without any moving and than it start moving extremely fast leaving that blue cloud,
And only thing that confuse me is why i didn't hear any sound except traffic on highway, that was
very close if that was some regular rocket i gonna defiantly hear lot of noise, i was feeling same
like somebody hit mute button on remote...
p.s. i am glad that i found this video cause i can prove my wife that i am not crazy and what i was
explain her that night, also she can found on her message history than this video is posted day
later our talk about that...

graffitiman611 // march 26, 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmdXg8ipvr4

• i live in NY but just so happened to be in el cajone CA just outside san diego
on this particular night. i saw this happen first hand.
• it started as a small bright light, similar to a star, moving at high speeds
making impossible maneuvers. After it had reached a certain altitude it
stopped, hovering, perfectly still and silent.
• it started pointing a ridiculously powerful spot light like it was looking for
something. it reminded me of the damn eye of Mordor, it was so bright and
moved so swiftly, sometimes focusing on things miles away.
• After it looked around for a while it apparently went into hyper space
because it seemed to teleport away instantly leaving an eerie blue
glowing ball of (gas?) in its place. the person who recorded this is right the
ball was slowly getting bigger and more transparent over time, what you
see in the video is the aftermath of its "teleportation."
• I know what i saw and there's no way it was a fuc4ing missile. If any of you
also witnessed this please let me know what you saw from your
perspective.

observations
• Lavish Glock [Published on May 16, 2016] == November 7 2015 i had just pulled in to my drive way and
see this thing. Even my kids (5 year old) saw it and were like wtf.. This thing had no beggin[in]g to it, it
just spawned I would say and faded out. After it disappeared it had left a green trail that lingered for
at least 15 minutes. It was sphere shaped and spinning..
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oivm0X_nJ2Q
• Douken == I saw that thing, it came, did what you saw in the video, left a glow in the sky, sort of when
you see the Auroras Greenish glow, kind of like it charged the ionosphere with ions, the glow was like
a milky cloud in cone shape. And that thing kept going straight for what it seem to be 250 miles or
more, straight. Not straight like airplanes, but straight straight. Then in about (IMO) 100 miles more it
did the same glow but white, but I saw a vertical up and down glow, then another 80-100 miles more
I saw it did the same but at a 45 degree angle and 225 degrees. Never seen anything like it.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZPL7mMPT9rU
• Will Fisher == This video is exactly how we saw it in Orange County CA. Most unbelievable thing I
ever saw in my life.... I will never be convinced that this was man made, Man is not capable of
producing enough energy to create a light that can be seen this bright for thousands of miles... not to
mention no one is talking about the part where seemed to explode a giant ball of gas which must have
been hundreds of miles across.... or what about the blue light that stayed in the sky for 5 minutes....or
what about the part at the end where the object stopped and shined a light down for 60 seconds??
Unexplainable
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJX3B1U2yzs

Missile / meteor explosion over California coast
• Angelo Soto == I saw this and live in lancaster ca, it was no missle, missles dont stop and
hover and go again. Plus thier was no noise or sound, it was like 300 feet off the ground.
This was no missle, thier just trying to cover the truth, they wouldnt test a missle over a
city, damn bs man.
• Vicarious Icarus == A friend of mine called me from Anza Borrego dessert while this was
happening. It was huge…. My friend said it was 30 degrees across as seen from Anza
Borrego Desert where they were doing an astronomy weekend so it was pitch dark.
• TheRealDjSilk == I seen this backstage at a concert yesterday woke up this morning on
the news they said it was a missile test. i thought about it then thought i seen this thing
stop turn around it had a light at the tip? since when did missiles stop turn around and
needs headlights to see. then it made its own green cloud turn around and went the
other way also they said it was 12 football filed lengths seen from cali to arizona. also
where was the parachutes where did it land? it was more than this video from our view
we seen this circle open up and it disappeared?
• bonesmasher146 == There was so much that camera's couldn't pick up. There was more
than just that light. A second light chasing it, and a third light that shot down from
under it, moments before that spot light came on. And it was a spotlight, because It
moved around. Shined down on me and my friends at the end of our hike. There was so
much more to it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xLmB81v-BI

Nov 7 2015 West Coast UFO near Grand Canyon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ibgGTiXJOg
Penny Marketing [Published on Jul 3, 2016] == Around 9pm on Nov 7, I was driving
down a 60 miles road out in the desert headed towards Peach Springs. I was
leaving the trail head at the Grand Canyon that leads down to Havasu Falls. On this
road, there are no lights, no stop signs, no speed radars, no people, no rest stops.
Just Desert. All of a sudden I saw a spotlight like light in the sky that seemed as
though it was searching for something. At one point, the light seemed to shine
down on me, so I stopped my car and turned my lights off. I wasn't sure if I wanted
it to see me. It then appeared to be expanding its light out, which I eventually
realized, it was to create a sphere like orb. appearing to be working with a Inside
the orb was a blue beam of light coming from one side green light from the other
side. Almost like a machine. After it created the orb, a SQUID-LIKE shape came
from around the back side of the sphere to the side. The squid like shape went
tenticle first into the orb horizontally. once inside the orb, the squid like shape
turned vertical and began to transcend all the way down to the ground inside the
orb. Once it hit the ground, the orb and lights looked to be evaporating. It left a
blue like hugh in the sky. That night, I witnessed something that made me realize
that there is something bigger than us out there. …
The next day, the San Diego Navy claimed that it was a missille they had launched
and hadn't planned for it to be so bright that everyone on the west coast could see
it. I then learned that the government could not come up with a better cover up
story than that.
lwlScorpio [Apr 2017] == We saw this too driving out of the Grand Canyon around 8:50 PM , i kept dismissing the inquiries
of my co passengers about what this bright light could be since they were new to the US and I was at the wheel. As their
inquiries could not be dismissed I turned my head right to see the most fantastic sight, a concentrated beam of very
bright light surrounded by an illuminated gaseous mass that kept growing bigger ... i kept magnifying the map on my GPS
to find where exactly we were, but it was marked green with no sign of any roads near by the source of light.

“Journey Trials and Joy” / https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvMgcHsIl1A
Ok for people who believe the military statement, that this was a rocket. One, all the
sources from the news media doesn't flow with each other. People where seeing red and
blue and green lights behind the object. Two, the navy said it doing drills, over Pacific
Ocean, but then launches a rocket towards the main land? Three, what rocket doesn't
make a sound? People who recorded this thing said it made no sound. Has anyone seen
the launch video? Four why is NASA now saying people well it's meteor a shower and
people are just recording that?
• Kale Scott == Saw it in Northern Cali by Sac it wasn't a missile towards the end of it we
saw it change Directions and go up and down before it flew off and disappeared
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvxuYWF_8pE
Zack attack == was walking thru san clemente state park when my gf and i saw this light
display. standing there mind boggled, two guys come flying on skateboards freaking out
saying they just saw that thing shoot out of the ocean. seemed like we were directly
under it and did not look like any missile ive ever seen, considering it just hungout in the
sky for awhile turning basically into a faint yet clearly visible star with a cone-shape light
shining downward. i dont see that being military tech just my honest observation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiOKaOJDnj4

Moneymannn // https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvMgcHsIl1A
you need congressional and international approval to even test a "missile with no
warhead" they didn't have approval didn't let anyone know. Fuc4 all of that. I know what I
saw and my grandfather is a vet and so is my cousin they both agree this is no missile at all
there's absolutely no way that a missiles tail fire has a flame which is hundreds of miles
wide. This isn't even a flame .
When I saw it , which I saw with my own 2 eyes, it was just a sitting dot in the sky , it then
started moving different directions , expanded the dot of light and then shot the blue
beam / cloud of smoke , the smoke literally spiraled and the main white dot / light ?
Yeah that completely disappeared it didn't fall to the ground and you see that. You also see
the blue is still there ..but where is the main object ??? You would still the white light
falling.
Where's the recovery? Lol boy I tell you . The reason it was "meteor remnants then a 'naval
missile test' off the coast of , Kentucky , then Southern California," is because they fuc4ed
up their story and they don't know what it is but they also know the people would want
evidence.
================
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bb87kpztOG4&t=88s
Gabby Enciso == in Carlsbad, California we saw it and it looked super close and it like
exploded and it exploded into a spiral but after it was scanning back and forth for about
ten seconds and a couple minutes later it just disappeared.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvMgcHsIl1A
syntax323 == ... It was visible from multiple west coast states. I saw it and I'm in
Arizona. Videos from Arizona all over YouTube. I said it was a nuclear detonation in
space. No other it would be seen from so many states if it wasn't in space. Just how
it looks and videos from it exploding, I'm betting nuke detonated in space. For what
reason? I have no idea. If it was a test I can't imagine why they would want it so
visible and than they don't give any answers about it. Maybe they blew up a
satellite? or something else? Was it out defense system attacking something?
TheFlyestNavajo == +secureteam10 Bro I saw that with my own 2 eyes. It was NOT
a missile! No way in hell! I am just happy I got to see a UFO with my own 2 eyes. I
was already a believer, but now I know for a FACT that UFOs are here. If it was a
missile what shot it? Cause there was nothing that it came from. The govt think we
stupid. I am in Millbrae, CA and it was NOT a missile!
mick == Naval test hahahahahahaha they could've came up with something better
than that!!
============
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bb87kpztOG4&t=88s
Owe Foe == U.s. trying to cover up with a lame ass excuse thats it was a rockit test.
Rockit test my ass rockits dont fuccing hover.

Dante Richardson // https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvMgcHsIl1A
• No way trust me I saw this with my own eyes. This was no missile and reported in
three states so far! It was up close!
• +Francisco S I know what I saw my friend! I am very analytical and can separate
my emotions and lack of understanding and let the observation speak for itself.
This didn't act or feel normal at all. The light was beaming down one direction
then pulled back then project the light away in the other direction. The strange
thing is that in the area it was in there was what appeared to be fog but
everywhere else was clear.
• I emailed you pictures and some videos I tried to take but It was at the tail end of
the sighting. This was no normal light I can tell you that. It tracked through the sky
and the light stretch and then formed back into one light source after doing the
search light effect. It was silent. I was thinking helicopter at first but no way! No
sound and not a normal light or motion.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyWccT3E904
• Dking == i just saw the same thing on 11/8/15 and it made a exploding sound and
a ball of Smoke Spread around it in all most perfect circle and it the change color
from orange before the explosion to white and then slowly just went away

Random comments
• angel salas == if you guys look at other videos from this thing, you will see how this thing
spirals like crazy....and while its sitting in one spot theres a blue beam coming out of the
center of it. When it dissapeared it left behind a green colored fluorescent cloud that
stayed there for a while
• T Miller == I live in the bay area, a friend of my daughter's posted a video from her back
yard and this thing was NOT moving. It was hovering and changing colors. Not a missile.
• Adam == this sighting was really bizarre. I was very close to it as well. when it passed
over me it was quiet as the night. it was really fast and left behind a translucent green
trail. almost like it was radioactive or something. it also left behind a terrible smell. I
tried to take a picture of the green trail but as I did my phone froze up. and when the
picture finally came out it did not look green in the picture. a very bizarre sighting indeed
• sarah roberts == a test missile. Really !? Can a test missile give out that much light ?
Why are we testing lights on missiles?! …. what explains that bright light? No missile has
the technology to produce that bright light
• Alma alcantara == I saw this I was in my backyards on my trampoline and I see this
yellow ball and it was going up and then it exploded and then it look like Wat was in the
video and then there was a blue blob in the middle of all that smoke it was weird.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBkj9QKwYHo

arensel84
That fog was directly above me in Bakersfield! I saw it stop at least twice. the colors glowed like a
plasma/mist for 20 mins after. we see missile launches from Vandenberg and Edwards afb. this was
nothing like a missile launch we've seen before. ….
I saw it in Bakersfield, ca. looked like it was directly overhead. I thought it was a helicopter search
light at first, but no sound and it's brilliance could not be ignored. after the search light effect,
amazing colors began to replace the light and lingered directly above as a plasma/mist.
the object began going northwest then appeared to stop and look like a star. after looking
stationary, it rapidly moved directly up in the far west sky. as it went up, it had a teardrop tail, not
similar to a rocket exhaust.
after it was gone, we could see the green illuminated plasma/mist linger for about 20mins. this was
bright enough to be convinced it had illumination to it.
I have seen many military rocket launches that the news here routinely gives us the heads up about.
this is the first in 20yrs of memory that has had no warning. I saw many airlines in the sky seemingly
very close to this object.
in my experience, rockets leave an exhaust trail that zigzags as the air currents move it. this left no
exhaust one would associate with fossil fuel burn. this was like nothing seen before.
if it is a missle/rocket, there's got to be many countries west of usa that are not happy there was no
warning and we chastise other countries when they openly announce plans for a test fire. some ppl
saw this from Ohio. that's nuckin futs!

• arensel84 == we are all in disbelief here because we have seen many
launches that the local news reports beforehand. if it's a missile, they have
new energy technology the public has not seen till now. it moved 3
different directions and stopped twice. the last move was straight up at a
90 degree angle into space. this was truly unique and exceptional from all
previous witnessed missile/rocket launches.
• LordSwitzer == before this thing lit up it looked like a yellow orb kind of like
a Chinese lantern. then the spot light turned on. shortly after that it
turned into a bright round ball of light and dimmed out leaving no exhaust
trail as rockets do. i seen it and i highly doubt it was not a missile i seen. ;)
• broughy23 == You noticed the same things I did. I don't believe anyone has
the technology to make a silent missile that can change direction multiple
times and slow down then speed up like you said
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5y7F7ucpqc ===========
• GDIRDY5 Gaming Streams == What the hell is this. Don't tell me it's a
comet or a meteor, it practically launched out of the mountain like a
firework at first.
• Han Daimond == Yeah, an asteroid or meteor remains static and turns its
personal gigantic flashlight on

90K -- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvMgcHsIl1A

• yea man theyre full of sh1t to say thats a rocket, no exhaust trail, crazy blueish and
green lights an errie aura left afterwards. not to mention how it moved and acted
and just blasted off into the sky. and who the fuc4 test a rocket and aims it literally
from the bottom end of a state clear accross to the other end and so close to cities
and homes? and the lights why the fuc4 would it need lights? is the rocket afraid of
the dark? …
• So why no exhaust trail. Ive lived in cali my whole life and never seen this before. Not
to mention missles or rockets dont change direction multiple times and stay
stationary multiple times. Not to mention they didnt give any warning and fired it
from the tail end of cali all the way clear accross the stay low as hell and clear over
airports and cities. Im in san jose and i have plenty of friends who thought the ghetto
bird was putting a search light on their houses till they went outside. Also that crazy
yet enticing blue hue of aura didnt burst till it was over norcal and then shot into the
sky. Cant trust the media or the government. …
• They didn't even make up a good lie. We arent (most of us anyways) that stupid. No
power in this world has the tech to make any projectile weapon do what that thing
did. And if it was a missile why did it have or even need lights that bright on it? Its
not like a missile would need to see where it was going. Even nasa space crafts dont
have lights like that. If it were in fact a military missile we shouldve only seen the light
from the exhaust. Even so though said exhaust would not have been seen in Nevada,
arizona, ohio and even parts of mexico. Try again govment

90k
• And for ppl who wanna believe the media and the police need to
understand that the government gets to them before they speak. Just think
about it, if the sheriff's knew why didnt they announce like they normally
would? Why be silent about it and hope no one notices? And why is only
orange county being vocal about it? Why not all the other precincts all over
cali whose cities this crazy ass object flew over? What would have
happened if it is a missile( its not) and it hit a city? They gonna blame isis or
puttin and russia? Also i have friend in the military and he said they would
never test without notification and so close to cities and ppl.
• it was still seen from nevada, arizona and parts of mexico. ppl in Puerto
Vallarta had reported seeing it. Im sure ppl in nevada wouldnt see a stupid
missile fly over cali, like u said our eyes dont see that far. So explain that
mr. Holmes.
• Florida had ppl report the same not to long ago. And you just said norway
did as well. So now we are to believe that multiple countries conduct test
just as america does and some how has the exact same tech. Come on u
cant be that ignorant.

More from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvMgcHsIl1A
• Dakkar Nemo == +secureteam10 Military tests launch from the coast and head out
to sea. This came in from the sea, passed between LA and San Diego, and
detonated over the Salton Sea. It was escorted by a UFO (visible in DAB007 video).
• Brandon Teller == I was out in Hemet area, large city I Had a clear view due to being
out tarantula hunting. This had 2 separate crafts following parallel with the large
light with a possible third to the north west. Going straight up. The crafts Was very
small hardly leaving a trace but you could definitely see a trail. I've seen plenty of
tests being out on this side of the coast with space x and Jpl and the sub base in San
Diego, the testing in penelton hell they are running convoys miles long down the 15
tanks on trucks and all the support behind them, this was not government. But it
was definitely intelligent, first thought of mine was "rockets even icbms..don't
change direction"
• DTS 187 == I saw it with my own eyes and i will tell you this, that was no damn
missle. I feel so fortunate to have seen it. Why does the government always hide
things from us?? It was clearly not a missle, and it was not a meteorite. If it was a
missle, how could people from Utah have seen it? Nd why would they launch a
missle to the east when the have the PACIFIC OCEAN right next to them. Something
isn't right, and it's kinda sad some people believe everything the news and
government tell you. PS look up trident ii d5 it looks nothing like what i saw. PPS All
i want to know is, what was it?

young beast // https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvMgcHsIl1A
Exactly these people don't get tired of getting fed the same old bullsh1t! I
witnessed this sh1t first hand ! I live in Cali and when I saw this I immediately
stopped the car hopped out and started recording. Let me tell you. First of all the
government and the military can't get their stories correct. First it was "remnants of
a meteor shower" then they realized niggas wasn't falling for that one so they said
"it was a missile test" . Ok pause. There was NO fire or trail of burning smoke.
Absolutely none. I witnessed this white dot appear in the sky out of NO WHERE,
expand super wide and get brighter then anything I've ever seen in my entire life
(almost like it wanted to zoom in on something to see what it was or as if it wanted
to leave a message) then it shot a blue streak that left a thick straight line of blue
smoke, took off and disappeared. I realized it wasn't a rocket/missile or meteor the
moment this happened. Only thing left was a blue streak no white smoke nothing
else.
We don't have this type of technology enough said. I know what I saw. For the
most part there was no direction that it came from. It randomly appeared in the
sky, expanded its white light as if it was about to abduct or destroy, shot off a blue
streak & left a blue cloud , took off then disappeared . I knew it wasn't a missile the
moment the blue stuff it shot out was still visible , but the white lights had shot off
and disappeared. If it was a missile test or meteor remnants whatever it was
would've hit the ground (the white light included ) . I and millions of others
would've saw the white light falling to the ground and it didn't.

Young beast [more posts]
I live in Lakewood next to long beach and WAs in la Palma I have my own footage and it was not a
helicopter , missile or meteor remnants all that is a lie it was out of this world and it can be seen from
more then one state there was reports outside of Cali as well, the closest states to us.
And the technology was literally out of this fuc4ing world nothing that we as humans are even
capable of making. Wake up. Stop being the governments puppets. Millions are refusing to let this
sh1t pass. It angers me and millions of others that they think they can simply continue feeding and
passing off lies to mind control this fuc4ed up country. This is a never ending dark universe and you
honestly think we're the only life because the same liars that told us what we saw was them said so?
No way. Don't be a fool…..
Yes!!! Exactly they tried to cover it up so quick ! What you saw is exactly what I saw and what you
thought is exactly what I thought ! It was not from this world it was really out of this world . The light
appeared out of no where , it wasn't a missile , meteor remnants, or a helicopter, in fact helicopters
were chasing it at some point (secretly). You could tell right away it wasn't a helicopter (it didn't have
flashing lights on it nor was there ANY sound coming from it) it was a white dot , that expanded super
wide , and got brighter then anything I ever seen in this world , then shot off a blue streak/ beam
that left a cloud of blue smoke, then it took off and disappeared or simply disappeared. I knew it
wasn't meteor remnants or a missile for it to be dark and for me to be able to still see the blue color
while the main white light disappeared and they recovered no evidence of a missile or meteor
remnants anywhere so they said it was off the coast . That is such a lie .
We cannot let the government / military get away with this bullsh1t ass lie of it being a "meteor
remnant" oh wait scratch that they know we didn't fall for the meteor bs so they then resorted to
calling it a "Ballistic naval test mission" lmao smh just listen to the name smfh get out of here. Wake
up America. Don't be brainwashed by this government.

More…
• THCMIKE65 -- I saw this Tyler! I saw this at 6pm going and the 60west heading towards
LA the light caught my eye it looked line it dint belong right away. like I said I was driving I
couldn't take pics or video but I can tell u this, the light was b[ig]ger than any lights
planes have and the light seemed to stop at a certain point kinda like making a bubble
after it faded like 4 5 minutes after 6pm also after I saw how they sent a good year blimp
that came from north LA to fly above where the light seemed to be almost like someone
wanted to confuse ppl by thinking it was just a blimp or something glad someone
captured it on film
• I dint see any other colors just the light was so bright but it stopped at a certain point
which was weird. also I saw the light bring blocked at a small Angle mostly shining south
east then I seen it throw bluish clouds after it vanished and the distinctive blue lingered
for 5 to 10 minutes
• djdarena -- we were going the opposite direction on the 60 Freeway when we saw it. We
were going from LA to Riverside area. We saw this thing in Ontario/Norco around 6 pm.
This object took off like a plane somewhere in Corona area closer to 91 freeway (that
direction) when we saw it in a first place. It had a yellow/orange color first. It was going
perpendicular to 60 freeway, and then it changed the direction towards us. We saw a
triangle yellow beam first, and then this thing released a green dusty cloud. Very scary
and interesting at the same time. We stopped in Riverside to observe it. We saw only
greenish/bluish glowing skies after that. There were few witness on the street, too

MORE…
DTS 187 == I saw it with my own eyes and i will tell you this, that was no damn
missle. I feel so fortunate to have seen it. Why does the government always hide
things from us?? It was clearly not a missle, and it was not a meteorite. If it was a
missle, how could people from Utah have seen it? Nd why would they launch a
missle to the east when the have the PACIFIC OCEAN right next to them. Something
isn't right, and it's kinda sad some people believe everything the news and
government tell you. PS look up trident ii d5 it looks nothing like what i saw. PPS All
i want to know is, what was it?
Herb Goldy = WATCH THE MISSILE FROM THE LAUNCH.
https://vimeo.com/145029572
Brittney seal == I believe it originated around Modesto I saw this thing closer then u
see on the footage. It started with a Wight beem of light heading straight up. Than
a huge purple cloud engulfed it like a mushroom it later turned blue. In my entire
life I've never seen anything like it. I guess I can best describe it as a steroid rocket.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yu7mNmqJJ10

Lights in the sky above LA
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1091608/pg1
-- My friend saw a bright white light and then it went out then there
was a UFO with white and red flashing lights way higher than a plane
or helicopter then it disappeared leaving a weird green glow that
turned into a green cloud with a long blue streak across the sky. I was
able to get a picture of the hazy cloud and the blue streak.

RANCHO
CUCAMONGA

MISSILE

BATTLEFRESH == OK guys I want to chime in because I happened to be tracking the
object for about 15 seconds before it exploded. Here's the whole story:
The night sky is very clear above my house in Rancho Cucamonga and I've often
seen satellites overhead. …. So tonight as I'm coming home I am kinda on the lookout
for strange things again and as soon as I stepped out of my van I noticed a bright
white light tracking across the western horizon. It had a white beam coming from it
and at first I thought it was another helicopter with a search light. Just as the beam
seemed to become more focused the orb exploded. It was absolutely beautiful and
amazing. The haze kept expanding and the orb looked to "skip" across the
atmosphere creating a 2nd explosion. I got some video of this as well.
Then my sister calls me concerned and tells me about LAX being shut down and I
knew it was a missile drill of some sort. In my opinion it looked as if a missile or
projectile was shot down. I suspect it was actually a test of our ballistic missile shield
and the beam was the laser interacting with the atmosphere. The blue streak
everyone can see is what's left of that beam.

Ats -- http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1091608/pg1
TheScale == If this is what i saw at 6pm pacific time directly to the south of my
home then it was a rocket launch. i got to see the last 2 stages and it was heading
due west out over the pacific. a strange direction to go for a rocket launch since it
requires abit more velocity to reach orbit. also its exhaust plume had a whitish
green glow to it. im wondering if this could coincide with the launches nasa did on
the atlantic coast last month that released barium clouds for a study. in there
description of that launch they said it could leave a plume glowing blueish green or
purplish red.
i took a picture but it looks like it couldnt pickup the glowing exhaust plume but
imma try to give it a closer look once im done posting this and upload it to my
computer. maybe someone who knows how to use some photo editing software
can tweak it to bring out the plume. ….
thats the end of the staging and im not sure if there was a small booster on
whatever seperated from the previous stage but when i was watching it u could
actually see alot of debris from the seperation sparkling around for quite a few
seconds, even abit longer then that video goes for. its too bad he focuses on the
plume cause all the action is happening quite a ways off to the right of where the
video ends.

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1091608/pg1
Tonycodes == ... it was so close to where i was it took up the half of the sky from
the beach...so this vid was shot 45 minutes south from me... can you see that the
angle in this vid shows it was heading inland... from my angle, close to the object,
you can clearly see the angle was northeast after the "seperation" occured. ….
basically it was so close to the shore the blue plume WAS over the beach and my
hood less than 5 minutes after the object fell apart.. the wind carried it to the
beach.. and it was not very high.. we have a new hotel here and the plume
eventually got above the hotel
Game over man == I'm with [evil chimp] on that...missile story is a coverup.
They've been tracking it from space for some time and new exactly when it was
coming. The video footage it's obviously descending. That is why so many
helicopters were watching it. The military controls the majority of satellites and
tracking.
It doesn't make any sense if it was shot from a submarine near San Diego and
meant to travel directly west over the ocean. It was extremely visible over Los
Angeles and now I'm reconsidering it's direction.
Looking at Google maps the street I observed it from isn't sitting directly perfect
NSEW, it's angled. So I would say that it was descending in a more south to north
direction. It started off as an orange fireball that looks like a star in the video then
has the light show and disappears. I think it's a mystery.

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1091608/pg1
Mash3d == Thanks for posting that video. I was driving West on the 210 in Pasadena around
6 PM when I saw it.
At first I thought it was a low flying Helicopter with it's search light on. It was extremely
bright. Took a closer look while I could without hitting the car in front of me. Then I noticed
a smaller bright flare on the end of it with a bright cloud behind it. The entire thing was on
my left side at about 45 degrees up from the Horizon. It appeared to be moving towards the
North West but that could also be an optical illusion.
For anyone that is wondering the section of the 210 I was on travels about 270 degrees
direction before it makes a turn to the left and meets the 134 near the Rose bowl. From my
perspective I would guess the direction of the cloud was about 215-220 degrees. That's just
a guess because the cloud covered a large piece of sky. The could continued to glow for a
good 10 to 15 minutes.
If that was an ICBM a nuclear war will be very pretty and spectacular, for about 30
minutes, then not so much.
NewsWorthy == Hey everybody, I was off highway 152 in Gilroy. I was eating outside Sonics
and took a video of this thing at close range, you can see the fuel Vapor or whatever it is.
This was unlike any rocket/missile I have ever seen. It was able to hover and change
directions. It was coming directly overhead and then stopped for a minute and just sorta
Hovered/loitered for a minute. We actually thought it was a Helicopter because it was
FLASHING a REALLY REALLY BRIGHT white light towards us... After a minute or two we
realized it wasn't a helicopter when it stopped loitering and started heading NorthWest...
Personally I think this was some new technology, it didn't make a sound and was pretty
close to us. I'm not sure what kinda rocket can do that kinda maneuver and not make a
sound... Pretty amazing.

posted on Nov, 8 2015 @ 09:47 AM
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1091608/pg11#pid20008014
OuttaHere == I witnessed the whole thing firsthand, was with my family going in to an
appointment. I got no film footage but I clearly saw a tiny, unblinking red light trailing the
missile before it ballooned.
Here's a Photoshop rendition
of what I saw:
The red light moved around in relation to the missile, sometimes closer and sometimes
further away but clearly following it. It was pretty high up in the sky but towards the west
and it was headed northwest. The tail was so clearly defined that at first I thought I was
seeing a helicopter shining a spotlight at the red light.
I didn't film it because I only had my iPhone which is worthless at night and we were late
for our appointment.

http://files.abovetopsecret.com/files/img/al563f6d71.jpg

ATS
Hieronymousanonymous == YOU need to look at the videos and photos and witness descriptions then actually WATCH a REAL Trident missile video it looks absolutely NOTHING like this object - this
object only extremely superficially looks like a comet or missile- and there's a damned good REASON it
shares these siperdicial traits with them- it's a similar object on the most superficial level. But it
moves NOTHING like the missile PERIOD. Also when was the last time that SO MANY govt, military,
police,& civilian agencies got together IN THE EARLIEST STAGES OF A UFO ANOMALY EVENT and almost
ENTIRELY had the SAME story? I'll tell you when: NEVER. Not only that- the discrepancies are as telling
as well....
peacefulpete == This official rocket launch really doesn't resemble the light show just seen over
California. How bizarre that an unexplained sight results in so many people arguing that it's something
normal, even though it doesn't look like it. I'd have an easier time believing it was some exotic space
junk burning up in our atmosphere. But it just doesn't look like a rocket launch which lacks in the
glowing blue and green plasma, and the dramatic stages we just saw over Cali.
Also there is the common sense aspect: If the military really wanted to test a missile, they could do it
over the ocean without making a strange light show. Or they could do it during daylight to avoid the
light show. Or, if they really wanted to make a nighttime light show, they could ANNOUNCE it
beforehand, so half the country isn't shocked and wondering what UFO seems to be flying over our
country. If they announced it first, then no one would be freaked out and people would just watch it
calmly, like the actual rocket launches.
So arguing "it's a missile test" doesn't explain any of the common sense problems with what we all
saw.

posted on Nov, 8 2015 @ 12:44 PM
Newsworthy -- I took a decent short video but don't know how to post videos (never
took the time).

Anyways the video I have shows it coming up from the south but is coming from Over
Land NOT water.. But I think maybe that's because I'm on the coast by Gilroy (101/152
Sonics) it might have started over water but because it was coming Northwest maybe I
was just at a point were its trajectory took it over NorCal for a few miles.
Also as to the loitering/hovering I observed: It was coming Directly over head and
seemed to pause for a minute or so, then became An EXTREMELY BRIGHT White light.
Then Changed Direction and headed MORE WEST than North, which it was originally
headed Northwest but not so much West as the new Trajectory.......
^^^ I think what explains that is the rocket maybe was between booster firing stage or
something and since it was coming directly at us seemed to not move for a minute. Then
the next stage of the booster kicked on and that was the REALLY bright white light I saw,
and maybe when that was igniting it also changed its trajectory more west and that's
why it changed direction and seemed super bright for a second is because the booster
turned toward us and appeared like a spot light from a helicopter..
The video I have is right after the flash/booster kicks on because that's what made me
run to the car and grab my phone. Also it shows the green exhaust/fuel plume and
there's a few trees between us and the rocket from our viewpoint. We were facing
directly south and the beach is directly west of where we were. So that shows/proves it
came over land here in NorCal for at least a short while.

GILROY

MISSILE

Lights in the sky above LA
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1091608/pg1
• “game over man” posted on Nov, 7 2015 @ 09:02 PM == My friend saw a bright
white light and then it went out then there was a UFO with white and red
flashing lights way higher than a plane or helicopter then it disappeared leaving a
weird green glow that turned into a green cloud with a long blue streak across
the sky. I was able to get a picture of the hazy cloud and the blue streak. People
on the street also saw military helicopters in the area.
• “Mr Wilcox 281” posted on Nov, 7 2015 @ 09:04 PM == Seen it here in Phoenix.
My mother in law called right away from San Diego while it was happening. Very
strange. I don't think you would see a missile launch in CA from PHX.
• ============================================================
• Harrison Eric == I was in Terminal Island Federal Prison when this happened..
almost 900 inmates witnessed this firsthand. Unexplainable. Was told it was
some kind of missle, but it flew directly over my head as I was walking the track
outside
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bb87kpztOG4&t=19s

HUGE UFO SEEN OVER LOS ANGELES
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGuYYBAT-Xk 167,000 views
• Rational explanation:
• kimmer6 == Remma, it was flying 18,000 mph, the exhaust plume gets much wider as it
enters the vacuum of space. It looked slow because it was so far away, lit by the sun. It
was launched far off the coast by a submarine, USS Kentucky, from a restricted zone in
the ocean that has been marked as a gunnery range since WWII. The Trident missile was
unarmed and flew over the empty Pacific Ocean and splashed down in the lagoon at
Kwajelein Pacific Missile Test Station in the South Pacific. I worked on a Missile Tracking
ship in the early 1980's and can tell you that they recorded massive amounts of
telemetry data from launch to splash down. It never went over populated areas. The US
and even the Russians and the Chinese knew where it was at all times. I can also tell you
that Kwajelein has the brightest sun I have ever seen and whitest beaches. It will melt
your eyeballs out if you don't wear top quality dark sun glasses outside.
• Rhonda K === Alfredo Pacheco Jr no way dude I seen this with my own eyes in vallejo ca I
watched it for a good 25 min along with my co workers . No way in hell this was some
type of test no way

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGuYYBAT-Xk
• 80s Guy == the Great Trident D-5 missile testing as claimed by our
government, but the Trident has speeds of 18,050 mph (mach 24). This
thing is slower than a Boeing 737.
• Jenn Lynn == This is no missile. If it was it would not be blue and not disk
shaped. UFO's just look like missiles from far away.
• Monalisastyle Monime == …. I saw it, and there was absolutely NO SOUND,
and no kind of crash either like some cop said on a news site. I saw the
portion of it where, -out of the blue green beam light beam came the
white light with a scope of light shining towards the blue green beam as
the white light object flew what was from East to West, here in Fresno
(Clovis, specifically), CA. People can't handle the truth cuz everyone barely
has enough time to breath now a days with working to barely pay
bills...people don't have time or the peace in their own lives to question
what the hell the governments doing with all the life stresses. Thats how
they keep it going, right under our noses....and I can not how quickly
people are ready to believe the factless bs they feed the public.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGuYYBAT-Xk
• Andre Frazier == umm.... its neither a missile or a rocket.... its clearly not a rocket. and
pretty much the entire world has seen rockets blast off into space and the trail is much
different.... also.. if they wanted to "test" anything. The government isn't stupid. They
test hundreds of top secret things IN PRIVATE.... where is the logic in doing "tests on
experimental secret" tech. Only to show the world. Then report later. "OH UH, IT WAS
JUST A MISSLE TEST" Thats stupid. And your logic here is stupid loll
• Mikee Loves Indie == So the American Gov say this was their missile they are testing.
Then tell me. How come this exact 'missile' is showing up over cities around the world?
Does loads of different countries gov just happen to be testing similar missiles, in the
same time period, over their cities too?
• aaron moores == Its not a missile at all its bright white at the end of It I am 100% sure it
be yellow or orange colour and tbh I have not got clue what it was but lets just say every
government knows what it was
• SAUCE COMMENT == plus you don't hear the shock waves of it breaking the
atmosphere layers for example I'm not sure yall don't remember the last time a space
shuttle landed in santa monica everyone thought it was an earthquake but it was the
shuttle that broke the atmosphere layer and sounded like a gunshot plus we would've
heard this "missle" it could reach speeds up to mach 2 or 3 etc we would've heard it
breaking the atmosphere layer and breaking the sound barrier

Massive Blue UFO Seen Over Los Angeles 10,917 views
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NErLF1WnCYs
Streetcredstudio == Everybody
lost it when a Navy missile test
lit up the night sky over the
west coast. Social media went
nuts Saturday night because of
reports of a bright light that
appeared in the sky over the
west coast. It was seen from
San Diego to the San Francisco
Bay Area. A Navy spokesperson
told the San Diego UnionTribune it was part of an
unarmed Trident II missle the
Navy test-fired from a
submarine in the Pacific. It was
planned, and no one was in any
danger.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NErLF1WnCYs
• Missouriflies == I don't think thats a missile... the plume reaches out too
far too fast...something doesn't add up
• pikniknb == What we don't know won't make us panic.
• Trill_Ej.415 == thats what the military says...u really believe that? A missle
from the "Coast of the bay area from a submarine, but it came from inland
las vegas"...People saw it from Mexico. How can a missle go from Las Vegas
to San Fransisco to just gone in 10 minutes? Thats an 8 hour trip. A few
hours from a jet. How is that a missle??? Think man
• sal alonzo == it doesn't make a sound .. so it's not a missile ... Remember
there is a sound barrier
• Patricia moultrie == I just looked up the missile they said it was and no
similarities at all

… and also reported
in Mexico!
• map

UFO mysterious light spiral in
Tijuana Mexico 07/11/2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCiFHNlO3Ng

UFO mysterious light spiral in Tijuana Mexico 07/11/2015
• asgar3006 == Nombre, ya se habían tardado, Si que es un
Espectáculo, ya lo puedo relacionar con las famosas Espirales que se
han publicado antes, posiblemente éste es uno de sus orígenes,
ESPECTACULAR // Name had already taken, if it is a spectacle, and I
can relate to the famous spirals that have been published before,
possibly this is one of its origins, spectacular!//
• CAR 77 == Cierto muy sorprendente, lo vimos desde la col. anexa
roma eran las 17.58.. //Truly very surprising, we saw it from the Col.
annex Roma, it was 17.58..//
• JAY Tafolla == muy buen video...en los Angeles,ca tambien se aperecio
una luz azul 6pm // Very good video... in Los Angeles, CA also a
blue light appeared at 6pm //

¿Ovni? ¿Extraña luz en Tijuana? Ejercicio militar,
dicen autoridades // Ana Luisa Cid -- ~29,000 views
• El pasado 7 de noviembre, testigos observaron una luz muy intensa en los cielos de
Tijuana y algunas ciudades de Estados Unidos. Según comunicados oficiales, se trató de
un ejercicio militar de entrenamiento con misiles desactivados, de las Fuerzas Navales de
USA. Dicen que no hay peligro, ¿será verdad?, ¿no hay misiles que pueden salir de
control.
• On November 7th, witnesses observed a very intense light in the skies of Tijuana and
some cities in the United States. According to official communiqués, it was a military
exercise of training with missiles deactivated, of the naval forces of the USA. They say
there's no danger, is it true?, Are there no missiles that can get out of control?
• Javier Rincon == Yo Vivo en Orange County en California y lo vimos mi hermano y mi
Madre lo vimos , mi hermano lo Grabo en su cell phone , y esa Luz extrana Iba dejando
un Estella de humo y casi se estampa con un avion comercial . Despues se miro como una
Estrella con colores Amarillo-Naranja- Azul , luego se suspendio haciendo una sola Luz
Blanca haciendo una burbuja , luego siguio su curso y se desvanecio la Luz
• I live in Orange County in California and saw it, my brother and my mother saw it, my
brother recorded it in his cell phone, and that strange light was leaving a star of smoke
and it almost hit a commercial plane. Then it looked like a star with yellow-orange-blue
color, then stopped making a single white light, making a bubble, then it followed its
course and the light faded?

+
• Novela El Poeta == Misiles con esas luces? obviamente que un misil no
produce ese efecto de luz.
• Missiles with those lights? Obviously, a missile doesn't produce that light
effect.
• El Lolo == Exacto, hay un video donde se muesra como los misiles no
tienen aura, ademas caen y ese se mantiene en el aire
• Exactly, there is a video where they show how the missiles have no aura,
they also fall -- and this stayed in the air
• antonio gomez == yo lo vien Santa Ana ca este objeto primero expulso un
gas toxico pienso yluego una luz la hizo azul y me acorde de los chemtrails
yo estaba justo abajo de ella exterminio humano
• I saw it Santa Ana, Ca This object first expelled a toxic gas, I think, and then
there was a light made it blue and I remembered the chemtrails I was right
below this extermination of people.

URGENTE I ¿Ovnis, lluvia de meteoritos o misil al norte de México?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tWy8kRq-YA 8,923 views
• Expediente Punto Cero I Investigación [Nov 8, 2015]
• Los habitantes de Ensenada, Tijuana, Rosarito en México, y la Costa
Oeste de Estados Unidos avistaron una luz que fue aumentando de
brillo, empezó a rodearse de una bruma y dejar una estela, horas más
tarde se sabría que se trataba del misil Trident de prueba de la Marina
Estadounidense.
• The inhabitants of Ensenada, Tijuana, Rosarito in Mexico, and the
west coast of the United States sighted a light that was increasing in
brightness, began to surround itself with a mist and leave a wake,
hours later it would be known that it was the Trident test missile of
the US Navy.

Q&A INTERVIEW WITH ACTUAL WITNESS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bb87kpztOG4
• Sammi Brothersen [mid-April 2018]
• I seen this in the south/west sky, from central Utah … it was so big we
thought it was one of those haunted house/event type lights in a
nearby town about 10miles away. Hmm strange stuff right …. I don't
know how long it lasted i can't remember, but it seems like a few or
several minutes idk. We kinda just wrote it off bcuz of thinking it was
just like an event at the college or something like that. If I would of
realized it was something more i surely would of paid alot more
attention to it!!! (*What's really goin on)…. seems like it was a bluegreen from our view …. it was very low/horizon Southwest I was
around this area---→ 39°30'29.2"N 111°28'17.5"W…. Hopefully that
will help, let me know if it works or not

ABOUT 1200 KM TO MISSILE

Revisit to Nov 7, 2015 event on Dec 23, 2017 [SpaceX launch]
• FearlessFoxX == I don't know about it being a Missle, Becuase it passed over here in Fresno
California and that night [Nov 7, 2015: JO] there was so many helicopters in the sky and police and
my girlfriend said she was laying down and she felt a slight shake and noise, and it made her think
becuase the neighborhood is always quiet , so she went outside and looked up and what she saw...
Was quite crazy She reported seeing a pitch black dark octogan shaped object flying in the sky very
low, infact so low she said she thought it was literally gona hit the tree, and even more crazy she
said there was a couple helicopters chasing it and apparently the helicopters lights were off but you
can hear them in the sky! But yeah if you want more info on this hmu on Twitter @fearllessforce I
remember hearing so many helicopters flying around that night
• Hey man I just saw videos right this second that I guess the supposedly missile was launched again
just tonight in La look it up! Watching it and knowing what we're capable of I just don't think it's a
fuc4ing missile either! I think that your girlfriend's right and it's scaring the $hit out of me because
the government is slowly leaving bread crumbs of information about aliens actually being real and I
feel like the $hit's going to hit the fan and they have no choice but to disclose! And this is just
another example of more activity than normal happening to the extreme! What are your thoughts?
Did you guys see it tonight?
• FearlessFoxX == I seen a slight glimpse of it on social media, but haven't seen anything here in
Fresno not sure if it's gona pass threw here again but if it does ima be on the look out, And yes my
gf saw that and she posted about it as well, I'm not sure why they're doing this so called missile
luanch or if it is a missile but apparently there's ufo activity around this thing it could be a ufo cover
up, or could be a ufo trying to deactivate a missile there's been proof of this before too, either way
it's sketchy asf and I'm not to trustworthy of the goverments input about this
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00H1yDzt83s&lc=z22qxvqicyazxvvd0acdp430feqqkrrbtjmrr4a5cf
5w03c010c.1514020675562809&feature=em-comments

Summary & conclusions
•1
•2
•3
•4
•5
•6
•7
•8

Standard rocket launch misperceptions
Interpreted in terms of cultural context of expectations
Accepted as directly validating pre-existing beliefs
Joy at being present at world-shaking demonstration
Anger at authorities/media for attempting prosaic explanation
Contempt for stupid, blind, brainwashed people
TBS
TBS

